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ina peri-

Light traverses space

at the rate of ‘a

od marked by severe “plainness and hatred million miles a minute, yet the light
A Weekly: Religious Newspaper
These churches are from the nearest star requires ten years to
iar enough with the Santal to pray
in it from which place there was to be a relay of embellishment.
without embarrassment, though it always of horses to carry me through to Midna- necessarily dingy, dismal and comfortless. reach the earth, and Herschel's telescope
For the Family.
seems to me that. I am more helped in pore, sixty-five miles further south. The They are seldom heated in the winter, and revealed stars two thousand three hundred
No. 80 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H., praying than in preaching. Is not this reason (I afterward learned) why ‘no re- what little light is admitted through the times further distant. The great telescope
OFFICES,
No, 80 Vesey 8t,, New York City.
true the world over? Are we not all more turn message came, was that the office is contracted windows, is absorbed by the of Lord Rosse pursued these creations o:
us of divine help when praying than closed from 8 A. M. to 4P. M. on Sun- dark-colored walls which presentan almost ‘God still deeper into space, and hav
LUTHER B. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
when
talking
to the people? Is it because,
filthy aspect. In many newer edifices, the resolved the nebulm of the Milky Way into
whom all letters on busin
, remittances of
when talking with God, we feel more deepiy
oh should be sent.
’ communiestions
It was 11 A. Mt. when I walked out of walls are dark, the windows are small, the stars,discovered other systems of stars,——
Publication pov
Mg
be addressed to the ly-theneed of help, and look more eagerly
Raniganj, and at? P. M. I was stretched atmosphere is cold and damp, the seats are ‘beautiful diamond points glittering through
When he be~ Worms $800
per year; orif Paid strictly in ad- for it than when addressing our fellow be- out on the Catechist's verandah at Ban- dirty and uncushioned, and through the the black darkness beyond.
Terma
ings? But, not to run this moralizing
too coorah, the tiredest traveler you ever saw. *‘dim, religious light” it is difficult to get held this amazing abyss—when he saw
far, one thing more may be said. Every In twenty-four hours, Ihad walked forty- a distinct outline of the preacher's counte- these systems scattered profusely throughSO
pa
Christian knows that, when he is in a frame two miles at least, besides all the running nance, much less catch those vivid expres- ‘out space—when he reflected upon their
,8end the mon
ork
registered
of mind to talk best with God of men, then about in R. ‘With only three hours of sleep sions which putlife into ‘the utterances of immense distance, their enormous magnier requested to Se
ishe in just the frame of mind to talk best and an anxious mind, I assure you, I felt the lips. But Dr. Candlish’s new church is tude, and the countless millions of worlds
Fh
Publisher prep Iacon Nast
LF
Lr with men of God.
faint by this time. But the Lord was good a model of simple beauty, chaste ornament that belongedto them, it seemed to him
Ls ll payment of all arrearages
is made, as oa

and

the sermon is

that there could be no communication with
Midnapore before 6 o'clock, when the line
would be open. At M. the office is open
night
and day, and
1 thought it wasso

répair, to survive centuiies to come.
Indeed, the whole city seems to be composed

But there is still another body of Presbyterians who are nearer the truth, have a

trils
; but touch not his human
the heart that fears and hopes

heart"—
and trem-

bles.

done,

A moment,

and

it was

and

the man stood ready for his unknown voyage. Under the guidance of a mighty
angel, with sounds of flying pinions, they
sped away from the battlements of heaven.
Some time on the mighty angel's wings
they fled through Saharas of darkness, wildernesses of death. At length, from a distance not counted save in the arithmetic of
Heaven, light beamed
upon them—a
sleepy flame as seen through a hazy cloud.
They sped on in their terrible speed to
meet the light—the light with lesser speed
came to meet them: In a moment the blazing of suns around them,—a moment, the
wheeling of planets ; then came long eternities of twilight; then again on the right
hand and the left appeared more constellations. At last the man sank down,
crying, “Angel, I can go no further;
let me lie down in the grave, and hide

The Morning Star,

ingto us, and God makes
it such, I hope,
to some who hear the truth.
What a busy day this has been! Since
early light 1 have been steadily on the
move. Besides packing the boxes and getting off the bullock cart for our second tour

his af-

his’ nos-

myself from the infinitude of

the

universe,

for end there is none.” “End is there none ?”
demanded the angel. And from the glit-

tering stars that shone

around there came

a choral shout, “End there is none!”

‘End

is there none?” demanded the angel again;
¢ and is it this that awes thy soul?” I answer, “End there is none to the universe of

God ! Lo, also, there is no beginning.”
|-

Events

of the Week.
RE

i

parties are so nearly balanced that a good
deal of effort is made to get out the voters.
The vote was somewhat lighter than last
year, owing, in part at least,

to

the severe

storm. English, the democratic candidate
for governor,
was elected by about 800 majority. The Senate stands 11 republicans
to 10 democrats; the House, 127 republio

112

democrats.

Hereafter,

as

a

fruit of the fifteenth amendment, the negroes of that state will go to the polls,
.and, as parties are at present constituted,
will hold the balance of power.
Therepublican state ticket in R. I. was successful, ag usual,by a majority two-thirds
as large as the democratic vote. The chief
interest in the election centered about the
question of United States Senator,

asoneis

to be chosen during the present year.
There are several gentlemen, even in that
little state, who are patriotic enough to be
quite willing to take the office. Present
indications point to a re-election of Hon.

H. B. Anthony.
TWO ARMY

BILLS,

Congress is considerably

agitated over

of palatial residences, colossal structures for greater amountof spiritual life, and have
two bills in which the’ public is’ generally
the use of the church and of the state, halls also a number of distinguished ministers in
here. The signaler went ‘back to bed, of learning, gorgeously fitted galleries of their ranks,—the ‘United Presbyterian interested. They come, the one from the
without so much as offering me a seat. att, and richly-endowed hospitals, inter- church, They protest against state aid as House and the other from the Senate, and
both have to do with the regular army.
among the Santals, there have been many Out on the street again, I looked along for spersed on every hand with parks and gar- well as state interference; believing that
The
features of both are similar, and the
little things to do before leaving home. a place to sleep, and finding nothing bet- dens, and splendid monuments erected to God hasin_the past, and .will for all time |
‘changes
which ‘they propose to’ make seem
Two hours of the morning were deveted to ter, at 8 o'clock I 14§ "down on an open
to come, provide within the church everyquite
fair
and impartial. The House bill
The beauty of this city thing necessary for its spiritual and materiTt was a.cold, windy British Empire.
the Class meeting, and S. 8. Teachers’ mud verandah.
leaves the army atits present size, while
. Class. Then there were several letters to night, but I was too tired to sit up and was the more keenly realized as I had just al edification.
This is a principle which
write, and ten children, nine of them black, shiver. My pony was hitched toa post, left the dust and the dirt, the smoke’ and American churches must fally understand if the Senate bill (Mr. Wilson’s)cuts it down
These are the two they would stem the tide of grants to the seven thousand mer, fixing it at twentyto be vaccinated, and a number of invalids and began helping himself to some straw. the soot of Glasgow.
to ‘wait upon, and arrangements
to be made After three hours of rest I again hastened principal cities of Scotland, but differ each| Roman Catholic institutions, which has been five thousand after next September. The
for the Bazar "Book Room for next month, to the telegraph office, and soon succeeded from the other as widely as the poles. such a stream to some of the states in the House bill reduces the pay of all officers
and lots of odds and ends to seeto, sa that in sending a message to a friend and near Glasgow is the commercial metropolis, past. I may just state that the earnest ef- from Brigadier-General up, and increases
it was 2
P.M. before Dula and1I loft the neighbor
-in Midnapore, My note from Edinburgh the metropolis of learning; the forts on the part of some members of the the pay of all but the Chaplain below,
and Mr. Wilson's bill does the same, Each
bungalow for our twelve-mile walk to this home: was written on Tuesday, and this former is characterized by money-getting,
Free and the U. P, church to affect a union
bazar, On the way we Have preached was Sunday, so I anxiously waited for my the latter by money-spending; in the one is most rabidly opposed by several mem- bill provides for a large reduction of the
thrice, but, though this has not heen a answer. In such a country as India, dis- is gathered a large surplus of the ignorant bers of the Free church, and another dis- number of officers, through they differ as
to how the reduction shall be made.
The
. very hard day's work, still Pm really tired ease does its work with fearfal rapidity, and vulgar, in the other is centered, at least ruption is threatened and deeply feared.
enough to fling this quill away and go to and my child may have been nearly a at this season of the year, nearly all the no- The principle of state aid alone is between other features of the bills have a simillar
bed. But I'm afraid this sheet will never week in the grave. The answer was to de- bility of Scotland.
them, and yet they cannot follow the noble resemblance, and but for the reduction
be finished if I leave it to-night.
cide whether I should press on homeward,
The clergymen of Edinburgh®are gener- example of the American Presbyterian proposed in Mr. Wilson's it would matter
but little which became a law.
:
or
rest
“the
Sabbath
day
according
to
the
ally of a high order, and many of them are churches. The:Scoteh never compromise.
On the last day of 1869 I wrote you from
INDIAN TROUBLES.
R. C.
Birbhum. '- After that. American mail was commandment,” Did you ever sit in a tel- men of powerful intellect and marked gen- |:
Edinburgh, Scotland.
made up, we had a good, old-fashioned egraph office awaiting such an answer? fus. Glasgow has her Dr. McLeod, who
Some of the Indians in the West are
watch-meeting In camp. “We” stands for Oh, those long, desolate hours! Time is the only fresh and vigorous preacher of
seemingly bent. on destroying what little
Dula and me, It was good to be there. never seemed so tedious before. My friend the city. The Rev. Prof. Caird, whose sersympathy had been awakened in their beImmensity of the Universe.
Camped on the threshing floor of a Santal must be out of town. The telegram may mons a few years ago thrilled the whole
balf by the recent Piegan massacre. The
village, everybody sound asleep around us, | have to be sent several miles by % peon. nation with their fire, i8 now shut up in the
The late Prof, Mitchell closed one of tribes in Wyoming territory have lately
there in our little’ tentwe lead with God |
-Divinity Hall conmected with Glasgow Uni- his lectures on Astronomywith
the follow- | |perpetrated outrages of a very serious
in behalf of the poor Santals. Dala's How many such thoughts rushed through versity, and seldom appears in’ the pulpit. ing passage, which, delivered in his im- nature, A young man of Atlantic City in
prayer in his mother tongue was most my anxious mind! 1 had sent my heavy But Edinburgh has Drs. Guthrie, Candlish, passioned manner, must have produced. a that territory, was “surprised by a party of
‘earnest, andto me deeply affecting. I be- question to our kind neighbor, that I might Alexander, and a host.of others” whose thrilling effect. After speaking.bf the un- them in the outskirts of that place, and
arrows. A
lieve him to be thoroughly in earnest for spare the dear one the pain of sending me names are towers of strength in the various fathomiable distance which. no telescope fatally shot with bullets and
er white
the salvatioh of his own people; still he la. such an answer as I feared might ome, denominations to which they belong. I had can penetrate, lying far beyond the system company sent out to protect
* bors under certain serious disadvantages for the child was so low on Tuesday morn- the pleasure of hearing Dr. Candlish in the in which the earth revolves, and yet filled men who mightbe in the vicinity, soon
as a prewher. That midnight hour, how ing. Ir that office I waited a week in four new and beautiful church which has just with independent systems of worlds of in- returned with the horribly mutilated bodies
he opened his heart to God, and poured hours, and no messsge coming, I took my been erected for his use.
Most of the finite numbers, he said:
of four citizens of the place ; and others are
~~
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Washington Correspondence.
—r

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 6, 1870.

TRIBUTE TO GEN. THOMAS.
All that we have
ment or dignified
last evening in the
a tribute of respect
H. Thomas.
The

here, illustrious by Bley:
by position, were assembled
Hall of Representatives to pay
to the memory of Gen. Geo.
Hall was suitably draped in

mourning. Gen. J. D. Cox, Secretary of the Interior, assisted by Vice-President Colfax and
Blaine, presided:
The President and
his Cabinet,—the justices of the Supreme Court,
—~8Senators, Representatives, officers of army and
navy, &c., &e., filled the hall to overflowing, all
divisions testifying their respect for the memory

of the deceased. The exercises were opened by
prayer by the Rev. Dr. Newman, the chaplain
of the Senate, and were continued by addresses
from the chairman, Gen. Sherman, Chief Justice:

Chase,

Senator

Carl Schurz,

Gen.

Garfield,

Senator Warner, Gen, H. W. Slocum and Gen.
Stoughton. Gen. E. M, McCook introduced a series of resolutions which were adopted as expressive of the feelings of his comrades and coun
trymen.
The majority of the speakers had been
associated with Gen. Thomas in the field, and.
spoke of his character, services and worth from
personal knowledge. ‘Altogether it was a worthy
tribute to the memory of a most worthy man.

Sm AKU

STATE ELECTIONS.
Connecticut and Rhode Island held elections for state officers last week.
The contest in the first of these States was less exhciting than in some previous years, but the

cans

rendered such action proper without feelings of the most devout gratitude. They
have done a good service, and their comingup to disorganize seems like the homeward *
march of a victorious army. The veterans
in the cause may well congratulite themselves on the result of their efforts, and
feel a glowof enthusiasm as they contemplate the grand possibilities which freedoms
and equality open to the country.

art

The text is ‘announced

cleanse

Do

him of his robes of flesh;

fections;
put a new breath into

were eminently suggestive, and one cannot contemplate the circumstances which:

re

the horse found,

stood

To

striking twelve,

husky,

almost inaudible voice, you feel a still deeper disappointment, which is only relieved
by the fine curvings of his immense mouth.

the watchman paid, and my sore self seated | commenced ; but the contortions of his body
for helping me. learn another lgnguage. I. in the saddle, we moved out of the sleeping and his manifest nervousness increase.
49° When
nts receive premiums, no percentknow enough of Santal to telf the old, old town. This was a wooden horse, and I First, he seems to lean upon the pulpit as if
1} on fia Agents: for the Star is allowed in adstory of the cross,and I never try to without had neither whip nor spurs. The horse to stretch himself out to rest; then it is:
> We send no books out to be sold on commisthanking
God for conferring upon me so that I should have relieved twenty miles out griped with ‘both hands as if to tear it from
on, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
gréatia privilege. I hope my dear friends was not to be found, so I had to jerk and its moorings ; then his shoulders are pushed
in America, friends of other days, forsaken thorn him on fifteen miles further.
Judge up ina marvelous manner almost burying
but not forgotten, will pray for me, and of his mettle when I tell you that the his head ont of sight. But after the first few
make this special petition,—that such a brute was
eleven mortal hours going indistinct sentences of the sermon are endknowledge of the Santal be given me as that thirty-five miles.
About two of i, ed, the voice rises in tone.-and increases in
that I can freely and fully convey to the however, I had to let him rest, when search point; his eyes, which are lifted from his
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 1870.
minds of this rude and benighted people of was being made for the other horse. I closely watched manuscript at the close of
the hills and jungles the glad tidings of was too foot-sore to walk, else I could nev- every sentence, begin to flash out their naRebuke.
salvation.
When
learning
Bengali, I er have submitted to such torture.
Yes, it tive fire ; his whole
ranner radually besrr
fr fine
used to think and thank God that the was 11 A. M. on Monday when I reached comes animated; ana 238 his profound but
The world is old and the world is cold,
prayers of my Christian friends were being Dr. Bacheler's tent at Gadbeta. But how plainly expressed thoughts begin to take
And never a dayis fair, I said.
answered .in. my behalf. Now I humbly soon did I forget my fatigue when he told hold of you and master you, all his fidgety
Out of the heavens the sunlight rolled,
ask for the same help again. Don’t forget to me that my child had been mercifully and nervous maneuvers are forgotten.
The green leaves rustled above my head,
offer this special prayer for me, and may spared, and was fast improving.
That You are led on, until every cough and murAnd the sea was a sea of gold.
the Lord hear it.
was the first news from home, and it filled mur and breath is hushed.
Here and there
The world
is cruel, I said again;
But. I have almost lost sight of our watch- my heart with gladness and gratitude. At you seé a handkerchief placed to the moistHer voice is harsh to my shrinking ear,
meeting. Duala and I talked of the werk 7 o'clock that evening I was safey at ened eyes as the preacher pictures in the
And the nights are dreary and full of pain.
Out ‘of the darkness, sweet and clear,
among the Santals, and made that our spe- { home, having been forty-eight hours on the most touching manner the love of Jesus, in
There rippled s tender strain ;—
cial object of prayer. Perhaps some of you journey. That was Jan. 17th, and I had searching after, and the love of the Father
Rippled the song of a bird asleep,
across the sea were also ‘‘praying the old been away since Nov. 1st,—quite long in receiving his rebellious child, and as both
That sang in a dream of the budding woad,
year out and the new year in.” We did enough for a New Yorker to ‘‘do” all the the loving . Saviour and the Joved sinner
Of shining fields where the reapers reap,
visit Mr, Seward’s
come back together, and on bended knee at
not forget you, for we could not. Nor did California wonders,
Of a wee brown mate and a nestling brood,
Alaska
iceberg
and
go
more
than half way
we
forget
the
dear
Freedmen
of
the
South,
his fee mingle their voices in a subdued
And the grass where the berries peep.
for without ceasing we have remembrance round the globe besides. You may be and mellow tone, saying ‘Our Father.”
The world is false though the world be fair,
of them in our prayers night and day. sure, every one of you who reads this, that Upon reflection, one can easily see how
And never a heart is pure, I said.
I was a happy man for once, when, resting such a man, aided by Dr. Chalmers and
And we prayed too for our beloved Zion,
And lo! the clinging of white arms bare,
on
my own cot by the east door that even- others, could enter a solemn protest against
| that in God’s strength she might rise to
The innocent gold of my baby’s head,
more systematic and more self sacrificing ing,—while a total eclipse of the moon secular interference with eeclesiastleal afAnd the lisp of a childish prayer.
labor for the evangelization of our lost was ‘‘going on” outside, I felt tha the fairs, and, being unsucecessfal in obtaining
world. I shall not soon forget that watch- last barley corn ofthe long, hard journey a majority in the assembly of the Scottish
Missionary Correspondence.
meeting in camp. In it our hearts were was over, and no more walking or riding national church, could lead the way out of
drawn closer together by being --drawn ahead. And having had only three hours the Hall with the ery,—*“Those for God and
Camp CHANDRA, INDIA, Jan, 28, 70.
sleep in sixty-three, I was not slow in the right follow us,”—bringing with them
closer
to Christ.
“turning in.”
Our tent stands on a dusty market
several hundred- gospel ministers who were
After our watch-meeting (for this letter
What a disconnected, disjointed ; letter the cream ofthe whole church.
ground, but this is not.market day, and the
This was
runs rather on the journal track to-day) I
bazar is quiet enough. . Across the way a was permitted to work on uninterruptedly I've written! Well, as half of the Star the stormy period known as:'the ‘‘disraplittle group of Bengali traders sit talking for a fortnight among the Santals. On the goes to New: York, please let this stay tion,” and ‘which resulted in: the formation
over the merits. of Christianity. It was 15th inst., news came from home of my in *the Dover balf, for it has traveled of the Free church of Scotland,—by far the
enough already, and is too tired for any- largést, most influential and powerful: dedark when we got in, and while my tent child's illness, a loud call to return quickly.
was being pitched, I preached to them over It 'was Saturday evening, and we were 120 thing save Puilman’s sleeping car.
nomination in the country.
So 5 OO at that confectionery shop. They are now miles from Midnapore. In your land of
Indeed, nearly the whole - population is
discussing what was said to them, and it is steamships ‘and railways, you can't know
Presbyterian. The National or Established
pleasing to observe their frankness and what a distance this is. The short note
church is Presbyterian, and is supported
A Tourist’s Letter.
friendliness. Do you know, my Christian was read in a hurry, the men directed to
by government, but is under the managereader, that a great deal of good may be move camp on & straight line homeward,
ment of the patrons of the parishes. In some
done by this sort of work at the shops? and then we had a season of prayer.
Oh, . ‘Shortly after sending my last, I came to parishes, Dukes or Lords have the patronHow often it 19 the casé that people don’t how refreshing is prayer at such a time, Edinburgh, where I have spent a féw most age; in others, ordinary land owners; and
, come -{f.us, and we need to go to them. when
the heart is anxious and sad! The delightful weeks. It is one of the finest in many cases, the City Council appoint or
Almost every day we preach on some shop messenger had ‘dragged a tired pony afer cities, and is filled with the largest per- remove ministers to or from churches, It
verandah, in some private court, on some him to camp, to help me to the public road, centage of really refined and educated peo- was against this that the Free church prothreshing floor to the men who drop work twenty-five miles distant. At 7P. M., in ple in the United Empire. It is not plac- tested. It was not against state aid; for
and cheerfully sit down to listen, or under the beautiful moonlight, we started. I ed upon one hill alone, but, like Rome, is they still hold that the state should provide
a shady tree by the road side. Thereis walked full . thirteen of the twenty-five built upon seven hills. It is the only city for the religious instruction of the people by
nothing like taking men just as they are, miles. At Raniganj there is a telegraph in the world that wears a castle on its head supporting the ministry ; but it is against
if you would preach to them to advantage. office, and reaching there at 2 A, M., Sab- and a palace on its feet. Many centuries hat control of ecclesiastical affairs which
Every day we catch little companies in this bath morning, after much trouble I suec- ago it was shod with a palace and crowned has so often caused the church of England
way at their work here and there, and ceeded in waking
up one of the signalers, with a castle, and both the shoes and the to eat dirt, that the independence of the
preach to them. Thisis certainly
a bless- but was sorely disappointed ou being told coronet promise, with the usual amount of Scottish mind revolted.

angels who

em si
rn aT

bell was

in a low,

And to His

A

time. And right here, before I forget it,
let me record my devout gratitude to God

commenced the services

house.”

about His throne He said, “Take him, strip

rr

have

the curry

Sal
Rr

we

sweet

THE TARIFF BILL.
The House
are busily ‘engaged in wading
through the details of the Tariff bill, and it
looks as if they would really go through with it.
The items principally discussed thus far have
been tea, coffee and sugar.
Oddly enough, the
Democrats, who are usually so loud-mouthed intheir denunciation of oppressive taxation, were
opposed to the reduction of tax on tea and eoffee, proposed by the bill. If taxes are to be re~
duced anywhere, it would seem to be right to
begin with articles consumed: by the poor as
well as the rich, but by some perversity of intellect or intention, the Democratic members could
not see it in that light; nevertheless the pro-posed reduction was sustained in committee of:

the

whole.

der

consideration,

guished

Sane

do

how

The

§
-

i

|

a Sr

work, however,

couch felt, and

and rice they gave me! It took the town
watchman five hours to find that horse for
me. So after a good rest and a grand supper, we had family prayer, and the sisters
retired for the night. I was too anxious
and too weary to sleep. Just as the jail

overflowing.

Doctor is a little, insignificant looking,
white-haired, fidgety old man. He crawls
up into the pulpit as if it required the exertion and contortion of every muscle in his
body. When he has entered the pulpit, and

|

rae

new!
removy!
facie ev.

tle English

here, whereas we are in the Bengali all the

hard

filled to

given.

ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETIES DISORGANIZING. .

Not the least significant of the events at
tending the ratification of the XVth amendment is the disorganization of the leading
anti-slavery societies. The Female Auntias though the wild dream of the German -slavery Society of Philadelphia celebrated:
poet was more than realized.
the completion of its work and disorganizGod called man in a dream into the ves- ed in that city recently, and the American
tibule of Heaven, saying, ‘* Come up hither Anti-slavery Society held a similar servi ce
and I will show thee the glory of my in New Yerk last Saturday. The occasions:

and homelike comfort, and every nook and

corner was

member thatit is merely a return blow for
one previously

RE Ae

person iio takes ars
regularly from the
posiatise whe
rected vo his name or another’s
or
ep
he h
Arsene or not—is responsible
or the payment,
If a person orders his ppaper discontinued, he
owt pay All arroarag , or the publisher may contin
ue to send it until pa; Pont ‘is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.

their own utterance.
God
has richly
blessed me in learning Bengali, and now it
has quite got the start of my English, so
that it is much easier for me to preach to
the natives thgn to white folks. Very lit-

native Christian

sides, and when either party finds its friends

murdered by the other, it isn't apt to re-.

}

|

— et a

DECISIONS.

think of the words, but let the thoughts find

three

formedat different points, and mounted
as minute
men, and there is a determination
to repel attacks at al! hazards. The
spirit of revenge probably 'animates both:

Ea

NEWSPAPER

so that I never have to

Those

women,—God bless them forever! were so
kind to me.
Their husbands were all
away on a preaching tour. How soft that

inva-

sions and protect settlers. Companies are

While the article of sugar was un-~
Mr. Fernando

Woog

distin-

himself in an entirely new character,

greatly to the amusement of the House.
He
gravely proposed that the reductionof the tariff

on sugar should not

places wherein

apply

to countries

slavery existed,

and

because todo so.

would be to give a premium

to

slave

labor!

This, coming from Fernando Wood, was too:
much, and completely upset the gravity of the
House.
Gen. Schenck felt compelled to quote a

passage from Job,—‘“And

last of all Satan came

also,” and said that,having had so sever a strug-

gle with the party of which

ee

rther reminder from this office,

self with freedom,

to me.

v

the raising of three

regiments
of Militia to repel Indian

J

ek or
oF without

I prayed in Bengali, a language in
which, thank God, I can now express my-

N

tory has authorized

a
Es

EashSublcribes 1sis vartioular] requested to note the
sie an
m of his subseriphee is due for the ensuing year,

a

ova hrsd..

PS

days.

still missing, wt

a similar fate. "The Governor of the terri-

Mr.

Wood was

RR

churches are old, and were bullt

NEA

out his touching plea for these ignorant Staff and a loaf of bread and set out on
for Bancoorah, thirty miles distant,
children of the forest. I am not yet famil- fo t

:
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a

DOVER,

member, to abolish slavery in this country, he
should decline to follow the gentleman from
New York in the attemptto control slavery in
other countries in the manner proposed by him.

=
eesti

STAR,

AND

Mr. Kelley asked Mr. Wood if he had ever said
so much for the negro before he became a voter.
But Mr. Wood demanded tellers upon his motion
in order to determine, as he said, who were the
friends of slavery and who its enemies.
The
count proceeded, but the “enemies of slavery,”

according to Mr. Wood’s
the few Democrats

test, had dwindled
to-

presenton

the floor, and the:

motion failed,
THE FUNDING BILL, GEORGIA, &C.
| ‘The funding bill is still before the Committee
on Banking

and

Currency, and is the subjeet of”

‘much debate and consideration.
Banks

The Natienal’

are still urging the fmpropriety

of the-

provision of ‘the'dbill which requires theni to ex:
change the bonds they
terest bonds.

funding

hold for lower rate of in~

1f by their tenacity and efforts the

bill should

be defeated, they may have

occasion to regret it. The National Banks have
reaped a rich harvest since their establishment;
and

ought to be willing

to assist in the work of

refunding’ the national debt at a lower rate of in-terest.

The

manifestation

of

a

too

greedy,.

grasping spirit now, may imperil the whole system. They should weigh well this aspect of the
case.—The question of ratifying the treaty with
San Domingo is still undecided by the Senate.
The original time for the exchange of ratifica~
tions has passed by, but President Baez is understood to be willing to keep the matter open

for an indefinite period.—The
lingers

in the

Georgia bill still,

Senate, and is likely

to do so for

some time to come. The reason of this’ is that .
senators do not yet see their way clear to section.
It is quite probable that a majority of the Senate
are opposed to the Bingham amendment. Bay
will it be safe

to simply strike out that, pass the

bill and let Gov. Bu
| lature have full swing under their interpretation
of the Georgia constitution? It is felt that this
will hardly do.
What then?
Shall Congress
step in and prescribe a term of office for the leg-

islature of a state?

If Congress does not fix and

determine the matter, are

shed likely to ensue?

not strife and blood-

These are troublesome

questions, and not readily. answered. . Many
senators will attend the funeral of Gen, Thomas, and the Georgia bill must wait.
Ww.
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THE MORNING STAR: APRIL
And the progress

of charity and truth has

been such of late, that the errors which
have rent us into so many factions must
yield ere long. Calvinism and Close Com-

Ministers’ Salaries.

munion have

been

the

dividing

wedges.

There has been much said and written
on the subject of salaries. Not unfrequently have’ ministers censured the churches for
their negligence in regard to their support.
Churches also have as often complained of

The former is almost yielded in the preaching and fresh publications of those who
have been known as Calvinists, And the
latter makes haste to die. It can not much

their ministers for preaching little, poor
sermons,” and for not having made more

The law of Christian charity and the fam-

religious visits. In both cases there may
have been just cause for complaint. = While

I would have our ministers preach greater
sermons,

and

with more zeal and earnest-

ness, I would

also have

our churches pay

them a salary sufficient to enable them to
devote their entire energies and time to
their calling; and to enable them to obtain the necessary appliances for study.
. That this may be the case, one very important error must
of our churches.

be removed from many

A church wishes to employ a minister;
they look around for the right man, and
agree on Rev. Mr. A. They know, however, that if his services are obtained, they
must subscribe liberally, as he has not

. been accustomed to pinching

his family.

and starving

They also know

that he can

obtain a liberal salary elsewhere. They
try their strength. Dea, B. offers thirty or
forty dollars ; C.,fifty ; D., twenty ; and so it

goes

round until six, eight or ten hundred

dollars are pledged.
Finding the necessary sum can be obtained, they give the
¢‘gble minister” a call, but find him en-

gaged.

What now is to be done?

hit on an expedient,
not

meet

They

which, though it may

their spiritual wants,

will

save

their money.

Some fifteen or twenty miles

distant,

resides

there

a good brother who

has not entered the ministry as a ‘‘learned
profession,” but from a sense of duty and in
obedience to the divine call. Not having
enjoyed great advantages, and being a
poor man, with perhaps a family when entering the ministry, he has not been able to

make such rapid improvement as he might
have done under more favorable circumstances.

Under

such

embarrassments, he

has never ventured to demand any stipulated sum for his labors, only receiving
such presents as some of the more liberal
have been disposed to bestow. ' The church
knowing this, give him a call. They plead
“hard times,” and wish him to preach as

cheaply as possible. The minister, feeling
that ‘woe is me if I preach not the gospel,”
comes to the conclusion that, by wearing
his old

coat another year,

his good wife

turning her old dress the other side out to
make a new one, their children going with' out smable apparel to attend the Sabbath
school, and by keeping them from the high
school,

where

members

the children eof the church-

are attending, he

caly eke out a

sort of existence on two or three hundred
dollars.
He makes known his decision. A sub-

scription is circulated.

Deacon

B. signs

longer separate the hearts of brothers.
ily likeness of the several bodies of Baptists forbid that the traditions of men
should

build

a wall,

erected to stand

or suffer one already

much

longer

between

is

professor

is

sometimes blind to his own

his children, in hastening the day. when

‘the watchmen shall see eye to eye.” We
pray for the downfall of everything that
keeps the children of Christ from sitting to-

!

Names and lesser points -of differences

is compelled to labor hard during the week,

any

and all needless

separations of

the

perhaps working out by the day or the great family of Christians. This leads us
month. Saturday evening finds him worn to protest, in the name of Jesus, against
down with his week's toil. He takes up his Close Communion as wrong.
MoNEY CREEK, MINN.
T.H.D.
Bible and looks for a text; but, too much
exhausted for study, lays down his Bible
and pen, and retires to rest. On Sabbath |
Chips,
morning, as soon as the light gilds the
perhaps

on

foot,

ate hour, perfectly exhausted.

the first

text that

occurs

several:

He arrives at a

He takes

to his mind, and

then if the ‘‘able minister” can

not be obtained, employ the good minister
alluded to, and pay him the full amount

that they would have paid the man of their
choice. How the heart of that dear brother would beat with joy. It isnot presuming too much to say that, in due time, the
good brother, under such favorable circum-

stances, would perhaps even outstrip the
“smart man.” Or if this brother can nof

be obtained, call to your aid some of our
good old ministers who have labored hard

for years, preaching without a salary, until
by

stern

necessity

they

have

been

com-

pelled to suspend their labors in the ministry and engage in some other employment,
in order to support their families and pay

off debts contracted while in the ministry.
How those good old ministers would rejoice to renew their labors in the gospel
field, provided

they could receive merely a

scanty support, or even the approbation of
their brethren!
And how that broken.

hearted wife, who has spent msiny sad and
gloomy days and
who has listened
dren calling for
to give, and who

nights, cold and hungry,
to the cries of dear chilbread when she had none
has been even tempted to

curse the church ahd the ministry, could
she see a prospect of a

would once more rejoice

moderate suppp ort,

and praise God.

‘When this course shall be taken, churches
will prosper, ministers will preach greater
and

more spiritwil sermons;

Chaist Ni

bly

1,

dp, and

:

‘en, .

the cause of

God will be
£2)

denying

its power.

It means that class of

professors whose religious forms are of a
complain, yet,

who

live

like the

Hood

BR

——

and the floor.

We

The stoves

by deep emotions can no more give birth to
eloquence than tropical flowers can bloom
amidst the snows of Greenland.
He who

Ifancy the discourse would be unlike that
The heads

which the minister delivered.

in dismay,then scattered.

occasion for concern

lest

the

fast

increasing variety of books bearing religious
titles with ¢‘Histories of the Bible,” Commentaries on the Bible, &c., &e., shall not,
after all, render some. more ignorant of a

true knowledge of the sacred text. / The library of pious old farmer B———consists

of a much worn Bible and an Almanac; yet
I seldom meet with

one

who

has

sucha

practical knowledge of God's word as he.
We are more fond of studying the map of
Palestine than the map of

our own hearts,

and of studying and criticising other lives
than our own lives ;—yea, trashy volumes
have more lovers than has God's truth.

“In my'boyhood T was very fond of
gunning, and in those days we used the
flint lock gun. ' It would sometimes happen
that lock or flint ‘was out of order, and the
gun would snap, snap, snap, without striking fire.
This was especially provoking
when choice game was in view.
have

sometimes heard speakers in religious
meetings, even in times of special interest,
who reminded me of the old flint locks that’

on

gone downto the

It is notthe num-

would be somebhing like

no chance for any. In this basement are
two portable furnaces, They warm both
the basement and the church.
The deoxidized air goes into these furnaces and sup-

plies them with their only draught.

= What,

little oxygen the children have left, the furThe atmosphere, thus

de-

prived of all means of supporting life, is
then sentup into the church. The doors
are double.

closed,

The windows are kept tightly

Lest, however, any particle of ox-

ygen should be carelessly admitted, acouple of red-hot stoves are put right in the

entrance to consume what little air the incoming worshipers bring with them. No
wonder the congregation grow heavy. No
wonder the minister always has a headache in the afternoon.
No wonder that

Deacon S.’s head nods occasionally on his
breast, and Mrs. Hardcap has to divide her
energies equally between taking care of
Johnny, whose head is pillowed on her lap,
and poking the hymn-book at Mr. Hardeap
to keep him from snoring. No”wonder the
choir ‘sings draggingly—

would snap without striking fire,

¢ Our souls can neither fly ror go

To reach immortal joys.”

A peacock is but a peacock, though

“
his plumage be ever so gaudy.
“Why,” cries the minister, ‘in his ‘prayer,
—Perhaps one reason why Christ “are we so dull and heavy and stupid ? Why
sometimes charged those who had witness. | ate our souls so blind and we are sounable
ppreciate Thy presence and the glory of
ed his wondrous works “to tell no man,”

Mrs. L. found

a

means

that Sunday.

Perhaps

it

was

the

RRR
lO
..

Selections,

have

a whole

race

in leisure, instead of this tug and tussle for
livelihood?
“Oh!” you say, “we
keep busy to keep out of mischief.”
if there were. no sin, there would
tendency to mischief.
Why not
sound music? Why not every
scene

must
But,
be no
every
beau-

tiful and all ages joyful with sinless men

and women ?
Well, I'll tell you—when I get on the
other side of Jordan, if we meet there, and
God: grant we may all meet there and talk
over thesemysteries!” Bat while here, we.
must accept the fact without any explanation, that God did let down the bars, and
whole herds of wolves have come in and
trampled down. everything good.
One
sword atthe
gate of Eden, and a sword at
every gate.
There are more people under

the ground than upon it.

in the majority,
millions

Graveyards are

with countless millions of

of dead;

six

making more scars than
ht come. after ean
rouble has taken up the
world in its two hands,

all ies ‘have wailed

thousand

winters

all the summ®rs
ever. cover up.
great heart of the
and pinched it till

with

changes of temperature would

grace.

“1

insignificant

0)

means of

RsaI

~ IL. Some reasonable provision against
be

a very

;

the

agony;

(even though theybe Sony years
new convert is not so
ful in
ence of young disciples
ered
vate parlor as he wo
be in
lecture-room before the elders or

old). A
the presin a pria church
deacons,

or the veterans of whatever name.
If he
‘‘breaks down” in his first attempts, he

does not mind it so much.
used to the sound of

his

He
own

soon gets
voice;

he

pleasant, and taking every

around the world, without treading on any
J

Why has God let sin and

trouble come? ‘I can mot tell. ButT can
tell, in" such ‘4 world as this, the grandest’

look ‘around on all bis friends, although

they arash well-meaning. people, and say :
' isetuble, Smfarters. are ye all! You
don't touch
the sore spot, you don’t know
how to sympathize.” Loquacious’ people
unfit

for

this work.

hei

dared

together

fatter.

to the disparagementof the

e have no

comparisons.

confidence

in such

If they must be made, let a

or minister be compared

with a poor

awyer, and not
a poor minister with an eminent lawyer. The result of such a fair
comparison would probably be—nothing.
In our opinion, there's very little to be
learned or gained by trying to bring one
profession to the standard of another.

1t is often said,

by way® of berating a

people for not being

captivated with an

aged ministerial candidate,

that lawyers

and judges grow in public esteem as years
and experience bring wisdom; but ministers, forsooth, must pass for worn-out men
as soon as they reach a ripe
. A good
rod to chastise a foolish
people with ; but it
will not bear much leaning on as an argument. How many aged lawyers and ju 8
es depend 2pos
eir public speaking for
their

usefulness?

There

are in

Boston,

perhaps, five hundred lawyers in active
service. Dropping in to
the office of a
lawyer ffiend the other day, we asked
him,—

«How large a proportion of the Boston
lawyers depend for their business on appearing in courtP”
¢ Seven-eigths of the legal business of
Boston is office-business,” he replied.
‘ How many lawyers derive their success
from eloquence in court?”

‘* You can count themon your fingers.”

the ministry,

The simple fact is, that, hn

public Spesging is almost universally required, while in the legal profession it is
comparetively of little account. What mat-

ters it that a ju

seventy-five years old

delivers his opinion in a thin, squcaking
voice that can hardly be heard across a narrow court-room? If his hearing remains.
tolerably good, and his mind is unimpaired, all is right. But would he do for a

preacher?

and is it any

disparagement to

him to say that he Gh) not ?
e model
lawyer is a counselor rather than an advocate. Will the time ever come when the
principal work of the ministry will be to
give counselin private on the great questions of religion? If it does, then it will be
found that aged spiritual counselors will
be more revered, more popular, and as well
Supported, as the venerable counselors-atdaw.
Our legal friend answered one question
which we did not ask.

*‘One-third,”

said

he, ¢ of the Boston lawyers, do not make
a living by their profession.” We did not
ask him how

he knew,

or

what

was

the

reason for the fact, or why he told us ofit;
but, on thinking
it over afterwards, we
thought he might have meant to offer a
crumb of comfort to ministers pinched by
small salaries,— Sabbath at Home.
ve fai

Sharp and Strong.
Ref

The Hours at Home for April hasmore .
of the sharp criticisms

of Rev,

George B.

Bacon, on the literature, prose and poetic,
of our Sunday schools. The ‘‘professional”
Sunday school men don't like his right-at-

Bildad

and Eli-

ing:
If we Object to the
children are required to
we are confronted by

1 which the

g, for instance,
the demand to furnish

&

“Young People’s

in 'the'two churches (of New

Meeting”

York “and of

sentfully required to say what thunder the

arts by which the Sunday school is made at8 ‘to

allurements of the
A Hie ones are

‘on the

“

Brooklyn) to which I have been
mitted
to minister. Itis arranged on
is wise.
The meeting is held in a private house, for,

tisements by which the new library books
are heralded, and against the excessive

moted throu;
the ‘course of

ling

by this method

a social intercourse is prot the eon
year fifty

ation. In
erent fami-

lies open their houses for an evening visit
from the other members of the flock, . The
place of meetingis selected by a commit-

tee chosen annually.

It is held on Mon-

lasts one hour.

spot selected

day evening, at ‘8 o'clock, and commonly
The

is an<

nounced frém the pulpit on. the Sabbath.
No
inconvenience is occasioned to the

household . who

receive the ‘‘ meeting”

under the roof. The sexton of the church
takes
a cart load of camp stools ‘to the
house about su
time, and a box of
hymn books.
They are placed in the hall.
As each one comes, in he helps himself to a
seat and a hymn book,
The service is conducted by some one
designated beforehand. Assoon a8 a new
the hang of things,” he is appointed to
lead a meeting. = Some may object that this
process may tend to produce forwardness
may suffer from being in the hands of an
inexperienced novice. But I have never

seen either of these tesults go follow.

The

crying sin of our churches is not excessive
forwardpess for Christ in anything; it is
rather an excessive backwardness or &
tongue-tied timidity.
;
!
The meeting begins with a lively hymn;
Then follow a prayer and a passage from

=

something better.
If we are meekly
reIuctant, in the interests of the Golden
Hereafter, that every bright rafter shall shake
with thunder of sanctified song, we are re-

been such

"art, this sciente of sympathy. There are’ God's Word. Alter that the way is opened
comparatively few people that understand for every oneto take part. If a man has
it, and sometimes a man in’ trouble can an i
to relate, he gives it. If a

are

A

tractive—against the
Jueatiical py

service.
:
During the last fifteen years there has

and self-conceit; or, else, that the meeting

isitso?

PL B_—-

rafeers shall shake with, then—it being
surely taken for
ted that" they must
shake with something. If we deplore, and
solemuly
t the meretricious

blessing and in one hour dashing it to
splinters, never to be gathered up again in
this world. If the graves that have been
made were placed side by sidé, you could
step from mound to mound and go all

Why

Rn

Davyers wg inisters are often ors

acquires fluency; he learns how to use
¢¢ the gift that is in him.” From this training sc
he comes into the Sunday school,
or the weekly conference meeting of the
church, with some ‘equipment for Christ's

convert has spoken a few times, and ¢ got

other ground.

Lawyers and Ministers.
a

2

to beautiful homes where

trouble coming

everythingis

People's Meeting.—
”

One of the best raining scheols I know the-mark-way of telling things ; but having
#| of is the Young People's
fecting—a Week- the best of the argument, he can affordto
ly gathering for those who are yet young in be both bold and pointed. That he is both,
years, or young in religious experience no one will doubt, after reading the follow-

PE

not

J

weapons.

“Why did God let sin and trouble come
into the world? I often hear that subject
discussed. Why did hegallow itto come
into this world, so very fair and beautitul
at the start? Oh! it was a grand world
as God made it! Why not keep itso! It
cost God no more to make a rose than a
thorn.
Why more thorns than roses?
God can make a good apple-tree as well as
a crab apple-tree, Why wera there any
crab apple-trees? God can make a well
man - 88; easily as.a sick man. Why any
Why

|’

drilled, and taught to handle his spiritual

Comforters,

sick ones?

should try a Young
Christian at Work.

A new converts subsequent career commonly depends on the first six months of
his religious life. He should at once be
‘ put into harness.” He should be called
on to pray, and to say a word for Jesus,
andto engage in some kind of practical
work. Like s raw recruit, he should be

portions,

—

‘would give up our Sunday school. Every
church that is large enough to *‘ run alon 0)

One reason why so many adult members
of our churches never take any part in
social religious meetings is, that they were
not trained to do so from the start. Their
‘“ early education” was sadly neglected.
When I asked an excellent man of thirty
to
take part in a prayer-meeting, he replied,
IT was not called out by the pastor of the
church where I joined ten years ago, and
I have never learned. Itis hard to begin

now."

Work that, I man
or. woman. can do is con.
was to set an example of modesty for his unseen and immortal verities P” Why? One| dolence,
think we all need to study this
reason is because we oan not breathe. We

Lh

It is a blessed ‘‘ institution” in our church,
which we would no more give up than we

Young People’s Meetings.

creosote as much as the parson’s text which

those I give be-

the legend of Sleepy Hollow and the Ger- |
man story of the Dornroschen. The minis-

naces consume.

occasionally two neighboring houses are
required to accommodate the attendants.

The doctor comes and binds up

a moment

refuge in Mr. Wheaton’s pew. I sat with
Deacon S. We at last got places.
Butl
donot think we got much grace out of the

low, but the subject would be capable of
very great expansion.
I. Fresh air.—A curious soporific tenden-

no end.” Books of all kinds multiply. hour of our morning service. © A hundred
Some of these are deadly poison, others ‘and fifty children breathe over and over its
hurtful, others vain and foolish; but there fetid atmosphere. Théteis no ventilation—
is some

looked

Ques-

different addresses and prayers made within
the single hour. Theinterest seldom flags;
and there is such a.
ual freshnessin
these meetings, that.
they have
been kept up for ev
evening /
through nine years, the service of last even-

Here is a man who has been wounded in

the body.

leak. Alittle pool of creosote had formed
on our seat, 4nd bespattered the cushion

=
True eloquence is butthe flame of a cy seems to belong to the church at Wheatfire burning in the soul. - A soul unmoved hedge. * It reminds me every morning of

Already the feeling is ! tue, are taking the surest wayto be duly

oe

‘The furnaces roared

and Abednego.

impenitent.

ber of words in which your sympathies are ing was crowded to the doorway, During
expressed. Sometimes it is just silence. ‘the most of the year, the
rage atten
Sometimes it is the grasp of the hand; and ance is from seventy-five to one hundred.
one word is more than fifty dictionaries.
| Sometimes it rises to two hundred, and

of Grace.” The church I was in. would af- -I think, that with time and thought tie
ford me abundant material for illustration.. theme will develop into one of large pro-

mame of Baptist.

eaert

that has

and then go your way.

public worship are often chided. * But wan- set me thinking. At all events, the result
dering thoughts are sometimes the best -of that Sunday’s service was this lay serones.
They wandered very wide of the mon. lclaim no copy-right in it.
Any
leader last Sunday. Ithought to myself I minister is welcome to these heads of a disshould like to preach a sermon on ‘‘ Means “course on ‘‘ Means of Grace.” He will find,

more they, blazed his fame abroad; even
Unless
all signs fall, the timeis near at 80 those of humble and modest mien, who
hand when there still be 1b prefixes to thé make no parade of their own talents or virDEW

Meshech

train of thought quite different from that

of what they had done, or be over-anxious can not ‘expeet to be spiritually mindedwhen
that the world should behold their great- we are half suffocated. Drop a window.
ness, But
the more helcharged them, the That is the first step toward a revival.

The Baptist Family.

heal ‘a wound

and blazed as if they had been especially
prepared toillustrate the story of Shadrach,

which the minister pursued. In fact, this is
by no means an infrequent occurrence.
Some sermons do me good by giving me
something to think of. "Other. sermons do
me good by telling me to think for myself.

Fresh air
is tiot an

#
FOIE

woman, and child

are made to the

ms of conscience
are
ssed. Statents of
personal labor for the Master are
." Each one
speak, sings or prays as
the spirit moves. "Often there are twenty

world,

followers, that they should not speak much

J BRA

als

troubl

wifekept on her furs

Every man,

It is written that in the last days
men shall have a form of godliness while | temperature at zero.

preaches as best he can. The wonder is
not why he does not preach better, but that
ter attributes the dulinéss and heaviness of
he preaches so well.
| loves God and loves man, who believes the his congregation to.spiritual stupidity.
I
‘The remedy I wonld propose is this. If gospel and has a divine appointment to attribute it to lack of oxygen in ‘the air.
four, six, eight or ten hundred dollars can preach it, will not probably be the dullest
Itis
Under our church is a basement.
.
be raised in a church underany circum- of speakers.
. occupied
as a Sunday school room, and is
stances for preaching, let that amount be
---——“Of making many books there is crowded from half-past nine till eleven, the
raised; and

have

‘the wound very carefully, and says, “Now
were red-hot.
We sweltered all through let that *be, it will heal!” Here comes
rinking in its unhallowed pleasures, cov- service. Deacon’ S. opened a window: ‘along some curious pérson, and says, ‘Let
see that wound.” He tears off the
etous, proud, boasters, lovers of their own | Mr. Wheaton shut it down again, because me
bandage, and after a while the hand mor
it
blew
on
his
wife.
One
Sunday
the
therselves
especially; heady, high-minded,
The next tifies and the man loses it, Hereis a man
giving no evideuce that they walk with mometer was about 50 degrees.
smitten with some terrible bereavement.
it could hardly have been less than 75 or 80 Some one comes and says, ‘Let me see
‘degrees. I do not think the church profited
The divine Surgeoir.has
wound.”
parties to this schism among Baptists ave, it | |
——Flattery is a whitewash, but plain either Sunday much by its‘‘means of grace.” that
bound it all up. The balm of divine grace
is not hard to divine. Open or Close Com- reproof is as the fuller’s soap. False priests
Must we thus alternate between the equa- is on the wound..-Somebody comes and
munion will soon swallow up all other is- and prophets have always used the former,
tor and the poles? I do not know thatit was says, *‘Let me see that wound. You did
not give me all the particulars. How do
sues. And then the whole battle must while God’s true servants have. always used
the sexton's fault. He did as well ashe you feel?” Rip off the bandage! Open the
drift to this one point. We have no fears for the latter, bringing upon themselves the haknew how. The care of a church ought
Oh! when the Lord Jesus Christ,
forts and rifle-pits that we have ever held. tred of the wicked. We may abound in re- never be left toa sexton; certainly not wound!
the Physician of souls, has bound ‘up a
We have no hard words for our Close Com- proofs for unpopular sins, but we sometimes when he is a carpenter, or shoemaker, or wound, let it heal. Den’t talk the man to
munion brethren. Yet we must fight them fear to touch the popular ones, *‘ lest we farmer, or saddler, through the week, and death.
:
?
Again :* Those who belong to the stoical
with love and logic, Scriptural truth and hurt the cause.”
He who ‘‘cries aloud and only is sexton on Sundyas,at the meagerest
school say: “Take this matter coolly.
prayer, until they are willing to meet.us as spares not,” is often pronounced not the of meager salaries, or at none atall.
The Brace up. Don't give way to your emobrothers; or rather, we must oppose their | man for the times.
False ministers or church that is left to the sexton is like the tions.
Cultivate an iron temperament as I
errors on this point until this barrier shall priests have always been in the way of re- house that is lef to servants.
An iceberg lecturing a hyacinth
The session do.”
be torn out from between us.. The ground ceiving the severest rebukes of any class, or Board of Trustees ought always to have for having a drop of dew in its eye. Why
we occupy they must take before many
and rightfully, too; for of all men they are a committee, who would personally look do you not blame the violin for making
sounds when the hand of the performer
years, or they will have ‘‘war in their the worst, and they stand most in the way
after the condition of the church.
sweeps across it? Here is a aoul that God
camp.” The leaven is at work rapidly. of the work of God.
Elijah exposed and
IIL. “Cleanliness is next to ‘godiness.” has strung with ten thousand exquisite senThey may for a time hush the rising spirit ridiculed them ; Isaiah terms them ¢‘ greedy
sibilities—oh* how delicately strung!—
of discontent in their own ranks; but soon- dogs which can never have enough ; “Christ Is there not such a text in the Bible? It is don’t you blame it when the hand of trouble
If sweeps across its strings. Some of the
er or later there will arise some bold and denounced them as wolves in sheep’s cloth- good enough to be théte, at all events.
n mightiest in
loving spirits to lead them out of their ing, and hurled upon them the sentence of itis true, godliness must be a long way mightiest natures have
ages
bondage.
It may “be they will rather condemnation. We may not be permitted trom some of our churches. A church may their grief. One of the sweetest
of ‘English history i3 an account of the
change their position on this question for to pass severe judgment on hearts and mo- ‘be poor, ill-cushioned, bare in walls, un- statesman who every day went out and
the purpose of present peace. We pre- tives, but the wrong in conduct must be re- carpeted ; but is there any excuse for dirt? wept on the neck of the pet horse of his
| Two or three Sundaysago Isaw a curious dead son. Some people call that silly. I
dict that the line of march which they will proved inorder to be corrected.
scene.
Jennie Wheaton and her cousin call it great. Was David silly when he
take in their retreat from Close Communion
.
J. HAYDEN. |
Lucy
came
in before the rest of the fam- wept for Absalom? Was Christ silly in
will be as follows: First, they will agree
ily.
Jennie
is
about ten or eleven years old, weeping for Lazarus? The last man I
‘to commune with all baptized believers. |
Means of Grace.
to see when I have any trouble is a
the
very
pink
of neatness and propriety. want
Secondly, they will suffer their churches to
worldly philosopher.
:
.
Before she took her seat she took out her
Those who have nothing but religious
practice open or close communion as they
The Christian Union hasa correspondent
pocket-handkerchief and carefully dusted cant are miserable comforters. Some peomay elect.
Thirdly, they will take the who signs himself ‘Laicus.”
His letters the back of thepew. Then she lifted her ple have an idea that they comfort the afScriptural ground,—‘‘Let a man examine cover a wide field, and. they never lack
silk over-skirt carefully to guard it against flicted in proportion as they groan over
himself,” ‘and so let him eat.” There is point, pith or pungency.
There are times when such a one
They admirably the dust that still remained.
Her precau- them.
would give a thousand dollars to “see a
where we may meet thein as partners to a mix common sense with sound theology,
tion was nct unnecessary.
I have seen cheerful face. But everybody who comes
union. There the names, *‘Close,” ‘‘Open,” and improve the usual flavor of piety by
Mrs. Laicus more than once carry her looks so doleful. Do not whine over an af“Free,” “General,”
¢‘Calvinist,” ‘Regufreeing it from all hackneyed forms of ex- mark of the church on the back of flicted soul. Better tell the promises of
lar,” “Irregular” and ‘Defective,” will be pression, and giving
it robustness and her velvet sack. It is dreadfully discour- God's
tobhim in a firm voice. Don't
buried; and ‘‘Baptist” will be the name broad human sympathies.
Don’t drive a
The following aging to spiritual feeling to be compelled be ashamed to smile.
we shall together wear, theirs and ours. article from his pen will give a very good to go through a cleaning process after you hearse through the man’s soul. Don't tell
It may take years to effect the union of ‘idea of his way of looking at things and his gethome from church. Sunday before last him the thing was ‘‘foreordained.” IL was
foreordained, but this is not the truth that
Baptists. But it will come, if we do not skill in putting them, and at the same time
Mrs. Laicus and the children and I went to is now to be presented to him. When youn
become impatient over the progress of it will well repay a. careful reading. He our pew as usual.
When Mrs. L. reached bind up a broken bone of the soul, and you
truth. God is sweeping forward with the says:
splints, don’t make them out of cast
the door she stopped abruptly. The echil- want
iron. Don't tell the man itis the justice of
speed that the fathers dreamed not of, in
Our minister last Sunday preached a ser- dren waited her movements.
I waited on God. Tell him jt is the mercy. Don't
the unifying of his legions of Christian mon on ‘‘Means of Grace.”
I have no them. We blocked up the aisle. I looked give him’ aqua-fortis when he needs valsoldiers. And we expect him to far exceed doubt it was a very useful and very excel- back to see what was the cause of the ob- erian.—S.S. Workman.
‘the anticipations of the most sanguine of lent discourse. But it set my mind upon a struction. The stove-pipe had sprung a

ly blood: We not only see the sky reddening with the coming morning, with
joy, but are eager to climb the hills the
sooner to greet the full day. Ther are, at
present, things to keep us apart from each
other, it is true. But who the responsible

to accept the scanty pittance and leave the
result with God. The sequel is, the minister

starts,

My

like spring.
The géxton, mindful of previous criticisms, arranged his fires for a

the datter sees goodness only in himself.

those in whose veins ‘flows the same fami- godly character, of whose creed we cannot

and ‘honors of the strongest alliances on
earth, or for any peace possible. But,
whosoever hopes for great triumphs.
for the
gospel, must feel like protesting against

he

others

glaring faolts which the world readily sees. { fired a shot at the poor sexton. . He was | depths of the saully Walk ently around a
ou have to say,
The former sees goodness only in Christ, absolutely riddled. The next Sanday was broken heart, say:

among Christians signify little with us; but I very often start with the text and weave a
principles are God's. No man has any ' very different fabric from that of the workright to barter them for the emoluments man inthe pulpit. Wandering thoughts in

east,

overcoston.

was over.

around until half the amount is subscribed. The poor man, sad and discouraged, makes known the decision to his disheartened wife. Together they weep and
pray, and pray and weep. Finally, having

miles to his appointment.

‘when

should stand.
| his overcoaton.
My:
| their own Sorrows, and say to the a
)
and
her
arctic
overshoes.
Our noses were It “is
ard for you, now, but you will
The true disciple sees many imwhen the visitors are gone and you
perfections in himself to deplore, which the red and our toes halt frost-bitten, and our worse
e left alone,” Silence! How dare you
teeth
chattering
with
cold
before
service
world may fail to discover; but the false
Miacorchesmiiscrable court=plaster try to

gether around hiscross.

all on board ““Zion’s Ship,” they decide’

people who,

half crowded. The parson preached with {come in and. talk, talk, talk, and tell 8

five dollars; C.,ten; D., five; and so it goes

put

g
Three or. four | phazcame
to Job, and they talked, talked, any one wishes tosing a verse of a familiar
almost bothered
his life ont with hymn, like ‘* Jesus, over of my soul I" he
cold—cold at least for talked
The ehurch was not ‘words. And you know as well as I'kns W | strikes up, and the oth

against the tabflaransary-for-thens a

ke

loom of the morbid memoir on the one
and, and He usGatlive gayely onuie fhuil.
romance

on

theot

hand
; ‘we are

lengedto. shéw how Sunday schools
can live and flourish without these things.

without such hymns as these to sing, without such books as these to read. If we do
not give the ¢hildren such things as they
wish, the children will not come to San-

day school, we are told, And if one par.
ticular school ceases to be.jolly, there is
another of a different persuasion on the
posite side of the street, or only
a
squares off, ‘that is jollier than ever,
that draws crowded houses weekly;

opfew
and
and

80, under the working of the great law of

competition, and of that other law by,
which the more one’s itching
ears are

tickled the more they itch—the

demand for

novelties in
e and verse becomes all the
time more lively, and the publishers make
an extremely good hing Of dbis.a.oinin is
For ourselves, we think too highly of the
réligiotis
power and Christian wisdom uning the Sunday school idea, to accept
| d

the dangerous sxfumeont by which so much
of the Sunday school practice is defended.
Butif our schools can not live except by
becoming nurseriés of bad literature, hen,
no dotibt, they

would better

sooner the better, If it is only

die; and the

by singing

songs
which, if there were a Mother Goose
in Israel, she would be ashamed
to own,
that our children can be attracted to-the

Sunday school, then let ‘us give over trying to attract them. ‘And if we are only to
feed them with poison or with slops after
troubled soul wishes prayer, he or she rises we have attracted them, then itewould cerand makes the request.’ If a young wife is tainly be botiar to let them shift for themFor they could not well do worse
burdened in spirit
for the cenversion of a selves.
husband, she either sends a note to the if they were'left to choose theirown supleader, asking special prayers for him, or’
ies of literature’; and it is'gite conceivatelse makes the request herself audibly. If le that they might do better.
:

—

@ommumications.

on,
eciatedby persons of discriminati ‘desirable means of
apAllprthat
we assume to be .more than we | Sundays ago it was
Willin the judgment of the wise this tropical winter.
are,
really
sink us so much lower than We otherwise

ae

| quite wide for the unien of the many
branches which hold to Scriptural baptism.

18, 1870.

yr

‘

i=
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lythat they seek a country.” Dr, Ripley,in

The following facts from a eorrespondent
of the Examiner and Chronicle will interest

| the werd befitting the drift of the context,

and denoting the idea in the minds of
‘¢ strangers and sojourners” who are seeking a place of permanent abode.
It is
characteristic of the Christianto say, and

are we and

humble,

form appears,

To wash Thy feet with tears.

O ever-present Master!
We find, where’er we tread,

To pour Spot Thy head;
‘We bow with deep th:
ving
That Thou our work wilt own;
The joy is ours of serving,
The praise is Thine aloe.

“ Bright glories rush upon my sight,

.

Sabbath

So bright that all which spreads between

home

Is with its radiant glories fraught.”

school lesson.
and home

is this the product

of which

much

traveler,” he

said,

“came

His business was

urgent,

It is the result of that process which

Philip,

of Maberly Chapel, would call ‘‘ Hegven re-

er

idea

of the

‘‘home-land.”

original

word,

pairida,

“If God be ours, we’re traveling home,
Though passing through a vale of tears.”

the

and

A Remittance Every Week.
I have only a ‘glimpse of the worship of
heaven, but it is long enough to allow me

he

to see the elders casting crowns of gold at

Jesus’ feet. If I wish to be in fellowship
with any church of Christ, either in earth
or heaven, I must worship him with my
propery. It is true, he does not need that
should give to supply his wants; but I
have great need to give to subdue my sins.
I am too fond of making money, and too
fond of enjoying it. I scarce believe that
I'am hastening to a land where all my
cash will be uncurrent money. I see
thousands of my fellow-Christians whose
souls are dying of covetousness. Let me
take heed lest T be infected with that
sickness. Let me put my finger on the
wristof my purse, and feel how it throbs
calmly and regularly when cash is going

save his own

ous places, hardly knowing how they went,

in, and with what a

flutter

went and

were

saved.

Then

the

Make

|

Them

—

pe ——

and as I re-

the night

seemed no

wealth begets njurious luxury, and poverty

leads to erime,—~where travelis a popular
longer so cold or dark, for I thought of custom and a popular nevedsiiy,—~Wiiete
the starlight beyond the clouds, and the nothingis permanent, nothing is settled,
warm sunlight the morrow would bring, —is a country
where virtue mustbe strict- |
and of the god
Lord who ruleth over all, Iy} individual, if it is to survive at all.
who sent his Spirit to shine into my heart.
e must remember that much which
—8. 8. Times.
contributed to the assistance of morality in our fathers’day is no longer with
us.
The home influence, for instance,
To Preachers.
—the most potent and beneficent sentiment,
—will never again be felt as we have
i
a
—
The Christian says some good things for felt it. Cities, “railroads and emigration
make home impossible. Your children will
the benefit of ministers which are worth not derive their gravity, virtues and health
reading and remembering:from such sources as were open to you.
Pack your sermons. Make your words Between the young man of 1840 and 1870,
like bullets, A board hurts a man most is a vast gulf of change,—let us hope, of
rogress. The tide ahead runs with whirlwhen it strikes him edgewise. An ounce
bullet will kill quicker than a sack of wool.
ng swiftness, and the air is full of drifting
Those who
Do not condense too many words into a spray and patches of froth.
few thoughts. Make your discourse pro- gail the future must beat their way up in
portionate.
If your talk is narrow and the teeth of the tempest. Men and women
pressure as
shallow, do not fail to make it short, If it is that stand erect under such
deep and strong, the stream way run awaits the next generation ‘will stand belonger. Do not think every brook is deep, cause of some otherreason than that they are
because you can net see
the bottom of it, church-members, or because they are renor call a mau a deep diver because he al- strained by the fear of public opinion.
ways brings up mud. Know what you are
talking about; then you can make others
understand

you.

Stand

for

God,

if

you

stand aloue. Keep out of the clutches of
party hacks, and religious politicians. Do
not play with edge tools, nor fool with
temptations,
Look
to stars instead of

weather-cooks for guidance. Be earnest,
but not wild. Do not be a clown. Let the
devil make
own fun, carry his own
Make few

promises.

Learn to say, no,

Jory sweetly. Koop out of debt. Do not
bones to. babies. Do notabuse
people

for believing what you once believed
self. Respect homest convictions.

no

man,

What
Se

“Iam a Christian.

Then ?
—

What

then?

Why,

I am a redeemed sinner, a pardoned rebel,

all through grace, and by the most wonderful means which Infinite Wisdom could
devise.
¢ I am a Christian. What then? Why,
quarrels, and foot his
:
Iam a temple of God, and surely ought

mail, settle his oyn
own bills,
i ul

Be pauent

toward

yourJudge

all. Make

friends with the children. Be cheerful
with the young. Keep clear of gluttony,

to be pure and holy,
“Tam a Christian.

What

then? I am

a child of God; and I ought: to be, filled
with filial love, reverence, Joy and ‘grati-

tude.

and you will please Christians.

Let others

heralds

their flocks?

or

who go forth with the

There is an association of ladies in this
city who collect for this mission.
If any
Christians, from love to the Master and the
souls of men, will help to sustain if, their

contributions
Mrs. T.

will be gratefully received.

C.

Doremus,

47 East

21st street,

First Directress; Mrs. E. Probyn, 36 West

52nd street, - Second Directress
; Mrs. Jas.
' Lee, 28 West 11th street, Treasurer.

- Extending Christ's Invitation’.
Gr

Unless in the sense of guarding their
peace of mind from being disturbed by
temptation, and their purity from being
stained by sin, those who

’

“The Union Grist and Feed

¥

the

couch of the aged,—over

God, enough for us and

for

all others.

vast fountain—cool as the snows that replenised its spring, and pure as the heavens
that were reflected on its bosom. He revives at the blessed sight, and pushing on
to the margin stoops and drinks; vet ere
is fully quenched,

see

how

he

speeds away to pluck his friends from

arms of death,

and

hark!

how

the

he shouts,

making the lone desert ring with the cry,
‘“Ho ! every one that thirsteth ; come ye to
the waters!” None ever found Christ but
they wished that others also might find him,
were ever saved without

a desire to

save

springing up in their hearts—theirs is the
spirit of Andrew, when he went to his
brother Peter, saying : ¢“ We have found the
Messias”—of those who said, ¢‘ Come thou
with us, we will do thee good,” Arise,
for we have seen the land, and behold, it is

very

good."— Guthrie.

Just

to one of our ward missionaries,

ingup a dirty and worn-out

fom

and

leaf, by Christian hands, humbly hoping

do Suie posible good. In some
sion
school, probably,
girl had thoughtlessly received it,
to find
in it, we may hope, the

to the abodes of the blessed, to join the full
choir of glorified ones in singing the song

to

little misthis poor
afterward
gospel of

her salvation.

Could she in any: probabili-

ty

down

into

death,

sweetly

singing
that hymn of
penitence and faith
in Jesus, to her latest
breath, without the
saving knowledge of Him which the Holy
Spirit alone imparts?—7The Christian at
ork.

Sabbath School Books.

)

on the subject,

Library

for

‘ How

a Sunday-school,”

to Select

of the General Conference,

1.

No

book

ten.

2. No

that

is

carelessly

book that is weak

substance.

8. No
trines.

and

writ-

trashy

or counte-

MEDICAL

BLESSING
Of
. DR,

the
. Age!

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

UMATIC
DISSOLVENT.,

READER, you may consider this a sort of spread
eagle heading, but I mean every word of it. I
have been there. When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the morning
wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was
morning;

2: No book
us.

love and

that is not. distinctly relig-

10. No book whose religions teachings

are not Scriptural,

The
)

¥

Widow's

.

A cortain
cathadral,

might

Monument,

ny

be

king

When every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison

around your heart, and driving you to the very verge

of madness:
When you

have the

SCIATICA,
(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,
most heart-withering, most strengtii-desgroy ing, most
spirit-breaking
and mind-weakening of all the diseases that can afflict our poor human nature;

When you have the
LUMBAGO,

and

all

so

that

build a grand
the

his: own, he

credit

of

it

forbade that

anybody but himself should give anythin
toward

building it.

A tablet

Aa

Send for Circular.
© &. I. WEST,

#12

STATIONARY

for

without one.

|

IVES

PATENT

The Myrtle.
This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill ‘Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the’
first of April. It is printed on paper of &

very superior quality,
perof its class.

Boston; W. F*. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port.
sts.

At retail by

should be sent to L.

of Farms, Houses, Lands, and
Real Estate.

JAMES
Real

every

description

One of the oldest
the country,

+

OBERLIN

established

Real

Musie is being sustained by a constantly

livery.

all of
cele-

TAUGHT.

MONDAY, June6.and

Clerks

Clerks having this matter in charge,

will greatly facilitate the early issue of

For full particulars sead for circular.

the Register, by prowptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
Sm2

OBERLIN,

this office.
Let there be special care
Post Office addresses of
Meeting Clerks, as well as
Quarterly Meeting Clerks

OHIO.

To Owners of Horses and Cattle,
the cure of Distemper, Worms, Bots,

Coughs,

Hide:

Bound, Colds, &c., in Horses, and Col 8, Coughs,
Loss of Milk, Black-Tongue, Horn Distemper, &c., in
Cattle. These ‘‘Powders” were formerly put up by
Sim) son I. Tobias, son of Dr. Tobias, and

since

his

the demand has been so great that Dr. Tobias
eal
has continued to manufacture them. They are perfectly safe and innocent; no need of stopping the
Try them. and

Cel. Philo P. Bush,

of the “Jerome Park Race Course,” Fordham,
would not use them until he was

N.Y.,

told of what

they

since which time he is never without
over twenty running horses in his
the last three years has used no oththem. Sold by Druggists and StorePrice,25 cents

Depot 10 Park Place, New York.

VALUABLE

NEW

4112

BOOKS.

New Baglad Real Rete Journal
5

5

of Technology

the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,

FERM

Seopors throughout the United States.

4tL

the

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.

RAY’S

i

Institute

THE REPORTS.
. We have sent to the Q. M.

begins May 11, 1870,

box.

with

are solicit

THURSDAY, September 29. Requisites:—Age,16 years;
a good English education, Algebra to Quadratics,and
Plane Geometry.
Courses :—Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering; Chemistry; Architecture; and
Science and Literature.
For Catalogue and Programme of Courses apply to PROF, SAMUEL KNE
LAND, Secretary, Boston, Mass,
4t12

mony and Composition.

per

begins
Orders

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS

brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany.

were composed,
them. He has
charge, and for
er medicine for

volume

No percentage is allowed on money sent’

increasing

None but first-class Teachers are employed;

SUMMER

The

Mass.

the present corps having been educated at the

10, when

us for the Mrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.
:

patronage from all parts of the country.

BRANCHES

number between one and

first number in April.
ed.

to obtain a thorough education in all departments of

Estate offices in

BLE FARMS IN ALL SBKCTIONS OF THE COUNTRY.

WARREN & BLAKESLEE,

164 TremontStreet,

Boston.

|

:
to give the
the Yearly
those of the
and Pastors.

Simple, cheap and

efficient

for

all

these uses.

It

For watering hot»

wide or narrow, instantaneously.

buds, tender plants and seedlings,or applying liquids
Rd on plants, Jigs, frlt trees, garden
to hp
for circular to
Send
as no equal.
A
N.E.PORTABLE PUMPCO.,Danvers, Mass, 2t]3

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by

the Author, has been clothed in an entirelr new dress, and presents a very
comely appearaneé.
It should be in
Let every pasevery Baptist family.

tor and church-member
this newly revised and
Price, in cloth, only 25
covers, 15 cts. Postage

have a copy of
useful book.—
ets. ; in paper
extra ; on the

former, 4 cts., on-the latter, 2 cents.

DO YOUR OWN PRINTING.
‘The reputation of theNOVEL-~
TY JOB PRINTING PRESS is
thoroughly established, as meeting all the requirements of a first
class press, with which to “do

13t13

THE

MYRTLE.

was place

By reference to the dates given above, it. will be
seen that this remarkable preparation has been before
YEARS, and

the

this time, in all parts of the world,

We have sent out the first number of
the current volume of this excellent

:

volume,
but whose names are not now
on our list of subscribers, This large
number of extra copies was barely sufficient to meet the demands for the paPi Hrs
per one year ago.
Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain

complete, will do

well to send in their orders at once.
$25

Joung men have
ng for the house

ADAY MADE AT HOME! 40 entirely new
articles
for
Agents. Samples sent fre, Ad:
dress,
H, B.
SHAW, Alfred, Me.
3m9

has been at any

former

period.

demand

for it at

le of doing
111 be there-

is greater than it

No

article

ever

at.

tained to such unbounded popularity. The various
ills for which the Pain Killer is an unfhiing oure, are
too well known to require recapitulation in th's advertisement. As an external and an internal medi:
cine, the Pain Killer stands unrivalled. It is for sale
by Druggists and Grocers generally,
4tmh23
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Hursell’s FLAVORING Extracts
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& CO.
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EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
HE SPRING
TERM of this Institution will open
March 29,
Board, $3,00,
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For furtherpartic
8 address the Principal,
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Rev. G. 8S. BRADLEY,
Evansville, Wis., rer 1350.
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graduates to throw a jet, mist or spray, fine or coarse,
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Fire Extinguisher, Plant Syringe, Winw
dow Washer & Garden Engine for $5.

y & a pleasure, samples 30cts
JA. Grant, P. 0. Box 4390,N Y.

ANTE.
AGENTS to sell the “Life of
George FPeabody,” illustrated, and published ata price suited to the times, Now is your
time
to make money.
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher,
Boston, Mass,
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sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of de-

COLLEGE.

STUDIES IN BIBLE LANDS
By REV,
W. L.GAGE. Seventy-two engravings. Price, $2,00.
Extra binding and paper, $2,50, A choice descriptive
vor divi history and localities of Palestine and
e Eas
THESUNDAY SCHOOL COMMENTA MYX —GOSPLLS AND ACTS. By REV. I, P. WARREN,’
Is issued at this office on the lst and 15th of every Over fifty maps and cuts. Price, $1,75. “An admirmonth, at $1.00 per annum. Specimen copies sent ably contrived apparatus for facilitating the study of
dm. Presbyterian.
upon receipt of 5 cents. This paper containg, besides the Scriptures.”—
Sent postpaid on receipt of price. Send for our
articles upon real estate interests, full deseriptions of
catalogue
of
Sunday
School Books.
several hundred farms for sale at this Agency. ComPLETE FACILITIES OFFERED FOR SELECTING DESIRA.

or any

(ONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,

gans, and increase the milk of cows.

NO. 4, Scollay’s Building, Boston.

Do-

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single cope
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24.
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,

)

you will never be without them.

Agency,

La

ents each,—payable in all cases in and
vance.

S’ PATENT LAMPS are sold w dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not pot
them, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE.
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue or 3 cts. for
descriptive Circular.
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO.,
87 Bare!ay St., & 42 Park Place, New York.
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working of your animals.
They increase the appetite,
give a ne coat, cleanse the stomach and urinary or-
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Estate

BURLINGAME,

TerMS.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

OBIAS’ DERBY CONDITION POWDERS are
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All communications in

tended for publication should be addressed
to ¢“ Tue MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper

Address,

land; Joseph Balch & Son, Providence,
all dr

and its mechanical

excellence is equal to that of any other pa~

every

DONALD KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass.
Wholsale Agents—Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8.
Burr & Co., Rust Brothers & Bird, Carter & Wiley,
Gilman & Bro., Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Milf
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
(ch. to Sep. 12, ’69)
Gas Works,
ti51
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Shafting,

p
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Portable

40 Cortlandt
8t., New York.

. Manufactured by

the present volume

!

would

just the

ISAAC BARKLEY.”
;
;
General Agent,

The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place

When you have the
NEURALGIA,

duce the scholars to read it.
fy
8. No book the interest of which depends
degree on

hour; in fact, it is

farmers and feeders. ‘Nose Iu

Paper Shades.

AND

We have printed three thousand
(8000) extra copies, to meet the demands of those who want the entire

6. No book that is above the comprehension of the scholars,
7. No book that requires coaxing to inconsiderable

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches, Halls
Stores, and private Dweilings,
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoTOuEhly provided with light as a house in the sity we are
prepared
to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely secured in its proper place, thus doing"
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
-{
We import Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at
greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Agents for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome

GREATEST

little paper.

in any

for Print Works ; Lap Welded

can now be had

nances what is of doubtful propriety.
5. No book that is dull and prosy.§

matrimony.

. Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Graham flour. I consider ita boen to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
t one opinion—it is a success. =

Hair

in

book that contains erroneous doe:

4. No hook that recommends

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow's

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.
3

THE

Tubu-

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine,

excellent

a

in which

these restrictions are recommended :

also makes

Treatise.
The New Treatise, just revised by order

GENTLEMEN

—

It

Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integrity. Sold by Druggists, Applied at 16 Bond St., N.
Y.
;
x
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J. C. Garrigues & Co., Philadelphia,
have published a pamphlet by John S. Hart
LL.D.,

A. Batchelor’s

TO CLERGYMEN.
The Photograph Marriage Certificate can be had of any Bookseller, or of
us direct, by mail. + CRIDER & BRrO., Publishers,
York, Penn,
‘
:
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after she died, and she used to sing it all
the time while she was sick, and loved it so
much that her father wanted to get a clean
one, and put itin a frame to hang it up.
Won't you give us a clean one, sir?”
This little page, with
a single hymn on it,
had been cast upon the air, like a falling

A

W.

Price gets. b otfle.

said he, ‘ in sister's pocket

gy

Why,
What then?
«1 am a Christian.
Iam an heir of heaven, and hastening on

to

The missionary looked down with interest into theface earnestly upturned to him,
and asked the little boy where he got it,
and why he wanted a clean one. ‘ We

gone

genuine

particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

hold-

bit of printed

“Just as I am—without one plea,
But that Thy blood wus shed for me"
And that Thou bid’st me come to Thee,—
O Lamb of God, I come!”

have

The

of water three times a day; and in

et a clean paper like that.” Taking it from
is hand, the missionary unfolded it, and
found it was a
page containing that beautiful hymn, of which the first stanza is as
fellows:

found it, sir,”

danger.

DIRECTIONS
TO USE: .
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls

came

paper, said ¢¢ Please, sir, father sent me

.

the

Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell

A few weeks ago, a poor little boy

Empire) Mill is

It w ll grind with ease 6 to

It is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneous.—
Avoid; the vaunted and delusive preparations boast:
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape

Lying and withering in agony and pain, unable to
turn yourselfin bed, and every movement will go to

ll

you represent it,

8 bushels of corn per hour.

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death

your heart like a knife ; now tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseasesin a few days is not the

as I am.
BR

all that

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does notcontain lead—no vit-

It

burning desert were, in making a last effort
for life, to discover no muddy pool, but a

his thirst

a home,’ a father’s house. Does not this
tell us that the earthly home is appointed
tobe a picture of heaven and a foretaste
of that higher home P— National Magazine.

fipd treasures in

the gospel do not hide ther. On the contrary, they seek to make the great discovery
known, and to communicate its benefits to all. , There is no temptation to do
otherwise, to keep it to ourselves, since it
has blessings in the pardon and peace of

«Jam a Christian. What then? Why,
Tam a diciple of Christ, and must imitate

him who was meek and lowly in heart, and
Remem- pleased not_himself.
:

dyspepsia, and pious grumbling.
ber each sermon may be the last you shall
preach, or your hearers. shall- listen to.
Keep the judgment in view. Please God,

the

in

from

word of life in the shape of colporteurs ?”

Strong.

The great end of all teaching to-day
should be to make the membership of our
replied, ‘and resolved if my life was churches individually strong. In the realspared to serve God.’
ization of that result lies
the hope of the
Reaching his home, the Jlous traveler future. The generations to come are to be
found that bis wife,
not knowing
his danger,
nerations subject to great temptations.
or thathe was on the lake, spent the whole
© an orchard of young trees planted on
night in praying for his safe return. Is | the northern slope of a mountain, our chilnot this,” said
Dr. C, *“ a wonderful in- dren will grow up in a morally hazardous
stance of God's overruling Providence, and exposure. A nation of cities, where masses
his willingaess to answer prayer ?”
of men are crowded
together,—where

Itis wonderful, I thought,

call

re

¢ I felt that I was going to perdition,’ he

turned to my home,

shepherds

it is affected if

but guided on in some mysterious manner. any is drawn out ‘for the service of my
The shore was in sight, and breathing more owner. I must begin and mortify this
freely, they thought the danger passed. feeling. I must at once get info a habit
Soon they saw stretched between them and of giving at least one-tenth of my income
the land a belt of open water shining in the in the worship of him who gave it all to
clear moonlight.
They were too weak and me. I do hope to reach heaven through
weary to call for assistance with any hope the mercy of Jesus, who, though he was
of an answer, and at that late hour it seem- rich, for my sake became poor, and I must
ed unlikely that any one would see them. begin to lay up treasure there, else I shall
Again a silent prayer was offered, and in- be a very
poor man among its wealthy citstantly from a house not far distant, a izens.
will from this day forward make a.
-person came forth with a plank in his hand remittance to heaven every week.—Dr.
Which he placed over the water, and called Patterson.
:
out:
‘Come over quickly.’
~~ Chri an asked his friend :
« How did you feel when on the ice?’

or take

is as if one of a caravan that had sunk on a

ife, and that of the impenitent friend he
had urged to accompany him. Silently
they Picked their way around the danger-

The

Bron

over the cradle of

infant,—over the

trench, if means to sustain the work be
not found.
In a letter lately received from
one of the missionaries, it is asked, “Where
shall we retrench? shall we close schools?

—

alized.” ‘‘A country,” even ‘‘a better country,” does not express the whole conception.
Thanks to Dr. Ripley for giving us the full-

was willing to attempt the passage, but not
_for a thousand dollirs would any driver
run the risk. . At last a fellow-traveler was
uaded by him to attempt the perilous
journey on foot. Together they went along
for a while cheerfclly and safely, but when
about half way over, they suddenly became
aware that the ice was growing thin and
porous, so that in some places they could
easily thrust their canes down through to
the water. Then did the traveler realize
his danger, and offer constant fervent
prayer to God that he- would

strong

Far into distant worlds she pries,
And brings eternal glories near.”

shore of a northern lake late one March
evening, expecting to cross on the ice and
then goonto his distant home. Asking
for a conveyance, he found that no one was
willingto carry him over. The ice was
unsafe.

the apostle speaks in such

She makes the pearly gates appear;

that

to

faculty of ‘‘the new man,” faith,

“ The want of sight she well supplies,

night which benefited and interested me.
The subject was God's providence, and his
goodness in answering prayers. After considerable pleasant talk upon the subject,
and some unusually warm prayers, Dr. C.
illustrated the matter by a thrilling and appropriate story:
E
;
«A

itis an

terms, and o which the half-inspired Watts
writes:

ings on the Sabbath (if the minister and
church could so agree) would be more
heard

of imagination;

effect of that wonderfully perceptive dnd ap-

prehending

"went ; for although I still think less meetyetI

.

Christian lyrics, expressive of the higher spiritual emotions, are redolent of the
idea of heavenin the perspective, attracting the pilgrim onward to a place that has
all the pure endearments of a home.
Nor

and

was so warm and pleasant, and then I did
not care, I thought, (but I fear my own
heart was cold, )to hear Mr. A's long exhortations, or Mr. B.'s cold prayers. What
is the use of going? I said; why not stay
at home just for to-night? I went, however, to prayer-meeting, and I was glad I

profitable to all,

watches

the welfare of each and all; to be happ, .
man retires from the out-door world to

and many have been converted
from the
errors of Romanism. But they
must re-

‘“ There is a land mine eye hath seen,
In visions of enraptured thought,

I went to prayer-meeting one Sabbath
night rather reluctantly. I preferred, it
read and study my

c—

Love

preach the unsearchable riches qf Christ,

And charm my wondering eyes,—
The regions of immortal light,
The beauties of the skies.”

Crossing the Lake.

The night was so dark and cold,

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,

Swiss

ing. Their salaries have been but half
paid during the Just year. Yetamidst pei:
vations and trials they have continued to

Thy golden gates appéar!”?

Such service for sweet ointment

at

the

home. In the household circle the troubled
him so much a reality as that he speaks of it refused further aid, and Grande Ligne has find rest. The joyous finds itself in its
been
struggling
on
under
great
embartrue element. Pious souls, when they
as something perceived:
4
4
rassments
ever since; more especiall Y | speak of death, say that the; go home.
since the death of Madame Feller. There
“ My Father’s house on high,
heir longing for heaven is to them a home
are in all at Grande Ligue and other sta- sickness, Jesus also represents the abodes
Home of my soul, how near,
tions, 18 missionaries, 35 places of preach- of eternal happingss under the picture of
At times, to faith’s far-seeing eye,

Wwe oom it Bigot werhip

stay

fold Bf Tabor at

East,

nomination for several years paid the salof the missionaries, and different
ness he has reliable information,
Having aries
of the mission supported the
that faith which *‘is a strong confidence as friends
to things hoped for, a firm conviction of schools, but several of{the Missionaries beopen communion
Baptists,
iety
things not seen,” that ‘‘home-land” is to

AM hen disctowned and stricken,

to

Canada

whose existence and transcendent blessed-

We gather from Thy bounty,
And in Thy name dispense ;
We lean our human weakness
* On Thy omnipotence :

must be confessed;

Ligne,

He is a wayfarer passing through it, intent - Missionary Society belonging to that deon a better, that is, a heavenly land, of

* The precious trust to hold,
But as
Thou lead’st our footsteps,
We bring them to Thy fold.

royal

drew the stones.”
&
“BROCKEORT, N, Y., April 10, 1869.
Machine Company,
J. D. WEsST— Sir: { worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
And the king saw that he had labored Mill,
(now the Empire Mill,) with
two horses. at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
Mission inaugurated by that remarkable | for his own glory, but the widow for the corn
I then ground'corn and oats
mixed,
woman, Madame Feller, for which she la- glory of her Master, and he commanded and per hour.
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,
nd that somewhat
faster I am perfectly
t i her name should be ingeribed upon the satisfied with
it. Yours &c.,
BR, M. PALMER.”
bored till her death, two years since.
tablet.
;
:
FAOTURERS OF
MANU
In 1845 the Foreign Evangelical Society
. D.
WEST Sir:
ve used my No.3 Empire
refused to
t farther aid, as so many of
MY
my eniire datitfition. I rin x “shout 100 Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
rev: utions,
ground
handsome)
6
bushels
the missionaries were Baptists. The Home
Home.
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
.of corn
our. Yours, &c,,
Jos. H. BATE.”
aper to a very interesting

Grande

«oF. Ds WEST-Sir; have
I
used 107 Now 3Empi

“ This world is not my home,”

ive makes gd the ol 3

SWAMSCOT:

hibited.

hot

weak

brought a wisp of hay Torthe horses that

gn

Be

2

touch it in’ any way, 80 in my poverty I

hy Torre Shale

often to sing,

spoil;

do

Hr

harvest

‘We haste to seek the mourning,

1

I wish to draw attention through your

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—noé CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury. It works with less power than any other,and
less expense, It has taken the First Premium%t the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it .has been ex-

I

Disguised by grief and shame;

O Christ, ’tis sweet to succor,
Because they bear Thy name!

our readers:

do something for His name and for building up His Church. You forbade me to

TI (NIA

Reyeal
the Master there;
The
Master in His children,

had broken his command. She
‘‘Ilove the Lord and longed to

3

- Qur hands to tender care;
The highways and the hedges

Than reap in

things make it evident that they are seeking
a home-land.” - How sweetly suggestive is
that compound word, ‘‘home-land!"—jost

why she
replied:

d

EASE

Our feet spring up to duty;

We rather glean Thy

eron is now collecting fundsin England.

translates it thus: “For those who say such

BY

of New York,
And Suld by Agents everywhere.

the enraged king summened the poor wom-

It is this mission for which Rey. R. Cam- an and demanded what she had done, and

tothe Hebrews,”

his ‘‘Notes on the Epistle

7! MANUFACTURED
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;
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?

The Empire Corn:and Feed Mill Company
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With power our souls to thrill,—

an

angel come down and erase his name and
write. inits stead the name of a poor widow.

Grande Ligne Mission.

aA ———]

«For they that say such things declare \ lain=

A voice speaks out from heaven,

:

name inscribed
as ‘the builder.
ny
"But one night, in a. dream, he saw

a ei

Je,

Hh

In {he front of the building with the king's

Rm

‘What service shal :
wé render?
How wash the sacred feet?

oA

ee

hearts entreat ;

iy

A
el
CLS EA

Our yearning

son.

Home-Land.

‘Where shall we find the Master?

3

aay o

Presence.

BEI

at
Bem
a

i The Master's

1870.

MORNIN

Preach the ‘of Moses and the Lamb; and _ surely I
;
i ought to "learn that song qn earth.”—Payvie

praise .you.. Live for Christ.
word.
Firs
;

AE

THE MORNING STAR: APRIL 13, 1870.

Ele Morning Star.

they do feel that Christ utters those warnings, counsels and promises. So .vung as
they regard him afar off, some one to be
sought at a distance by great efforts, they
will not repent. Jesus is near them,he personally pleads with them, he speaks directly to their souls, and urges them to re-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 1870.
GEORGE T. DAY,

GEORGEH. BALL,

§ EpIroRs,

ceive life at his hands;
4

Was Mr. Lincoln

Jesus First.
—————"

.

and

of our

our

songs.

From the lips of age and childhood the
precious invitation flows like a perpetoal

melody

of love.

¢ The

bride say, come.”
i

who know

the

Spirit

and the

¢ Blessed are the people

joyful sound.”

be to God for his

unspeakable

¢ Thanks
gift.”

Itis

a glorious privilege that all may come to

a

Jesus and be saved. ‘ Whosoever will,
let him come.” ¢‘Seek the Lord and he will
be found of thee.”
But there is a richer favor shown than

even this.

Jesus has

tonement, offered

not

mercy,

seek him of a hearty

only made aassured

all who

welcome,but

he first

seeks sinners.
He is so eager to save, his
Tove is so great, his zeal so ardent, that he

is not

content

to

prepare

the feast and

simply invite the guests.
He goes out,
seeking, as a shepherd seeks the lost sheep,

and earnestly persuades, compels
come

in.

Were

it not-so,

them to

none

would

come.

Men naturally

hate the light, hate

Jesus,

turn

to worldiness

from

him

sinful pleasures.

and

When they know

Gog,

they do not love to retain him in their
thoughts ; they incline to evil and that continually. So no one asked for a Saviour to
visit the earth ; there was no desire or prayer. lifted on high for redemption. And Jesus
did not wait

to be invited, or to be assured

of a hearty welcome,
to. know
was sensible of his distress and
cept deliverance with delight,
came. He knew that man did
his advent, would

not welcome

would bitterly oppose, abuse

that man
would acbefore he
not desire
him,

but

and revile

him, and subject him to untold sorrows and
a shameful death ; yet he resolved to come,
while we were enemies .even, he died for
us. Such is the eagerness of his soul to
save the lost.
Hence the sinner is not called to such an
indifferent Saviour,to lay his case before one
who barely responds when petitions are
urged upon his attention. Much less is he
asked to seek one who gives grudgingly,
and needs to be teased,

worried and over-

come by importunity. Our Saviour does not
even wait to be sought;
he goes out
himself seeking
the lost; his heart yearns

to bless them;
when they

he is grieved most of all

refuse

his mercy;

he is

more

than willing to pardon and save the penitint; he is infinitely anxious to do so.
We have not to ascend up into heaven,
Foave not to purify ourselves, and by any

a Skeptic?

be a

novelty indeed to find

century since.

Arrogance prepares they could have preached these doctrines
the guillotine, and cowardice basely sib: in peace? If he had persisted in remaining,
mits to its demands. Imperious Butlerism does anyone suppose it would have been perwields the ax, and degrading sycophancy mitted ? They went out because they could

There are none willing to

preach such doctrines and none who would
endure to hear, them,

except,

perhaps,

seeks only to avoid its blows.

men are found in a fossil state,
ther learn ror unlearn anything.

and nei-

its votes to enforce them.
of

the character of God and the plan of salvation, and assert the freedom of the human

ers. They put even their moral opinions
in a state of yassalage, and will subscribe

people, who take these

generous views

sented the martyred President as a real believer in Christ. The letter is written by
Mr. W. H. Herndon, for many years Mr.
Lincoln's law partner, and he claims, as it
is natural

that he should,

to

have known

Mr. Lincoln well from 1834 till the time of
his death. He denies the truthfulness of Mr.
Holland’s representation of Mr. Lincoln's
views,

and

and

Mr.

to the most ridiculous theories

virtually

accuses Mr. Holland

Bateman,—who

furnished

Mr.

Holland with the ‘most important material
bearing upon that point,—of collusion, misrepresentation and garbling of testimony.
Mr. Herndon's statements are surprising. He says that Mr. Lincoln read Volney’s “Ruins” and some

of Thomas Paine’s

works,
being.
of Mr.
life.”
work

position or to save a

it, explain

becomes degraded.

it

that Jesus was the Christ; . . . whenhe
left this city (Springfield) for Washington,
I know he had undergone no change in his
religious opinions. He held many of the
Christian ideas in abhorrence, and among

them there was this one, namely, that God

the human speculations ‘which were a hin-

would
his

forgive the sinner for a violation of

laws.

. . He was.a Theist, as we now

understand that word.” Mr. Herndon tells
us that he knows the wholestory which
Mr. Holland tells,—apparently on the authority

of

Lincoln’s

Mr.

Bateman,

touching

Mr,

avowal of interest in Christianity

and profound faith in the Bible,—to be ‘‘untrue in fact

and

spirit;”

andhe adds that,

though he “is not now-at liberty to give all
the evidence in his possession, he has notes
of it, and “the world will sometime know
who is truthful and who otherwise.”
This is surely a strange state of things.
That Mr. Lincoln's experience as President did much 10 deepen

his sense of God's

like

us,

more

do its biddiyg.

to | frmly and

believe in | 450n
Toone the lost; a
the presence of an invisible power which est”

a

¢

though with apprecia-

dness, “One thing ‘thou lackGreat "Peacher’s authority ex-

able.

family,” with one name, and

be

that

were

organized

Their opinions are made

by

ax and his God,

or the modern

the

There is with most of them

*“ Freewillers”,

the

moving
and rethe Holy
a change

one side or the other.

ques-

does.

self-in-

The

to fow

‘from the exercise of a free choice and the
assertion of personal

|

opinions,

are

never

fully realized.

The best remedy that can be applied in

| such
a case

is a

wider

education

and

a

training to habits of independent thinking.
Fhe multitude that so readily accepts its
pelitics or theology at second hand, is
made up almost wholly of the ignorant and
the superstitions. “It soon aceepts the idea
that our thought compasses the whole of

to us still.

Close
us as

As for us,

we

pre-

great

1
Era

confesses that

responsibility

* it is taking

to command

a true

churches to the end of time.

Now read

alongin this letter umtil he speaks of the
Lofd’s supper,—Ch; 11: 28—26.
“For I
have received of the'Lord, that which also
I delivered unto you ; That the Lord Jesus,
the same night in. which he was betrayed,

out

sin and erime so that many of their defects

took bread, and when he had given thanks;

are concealed. We want
a manhood founded on. intelligence, and in keeping with

he brake it, and said: Take, eas, this is
my body which is broken for yous this do

truth intended

to

convey.

does not always kindle

Hence,

If he

by fresh suggest-

ions, nor fully satisfy the inquirer's mind
in the exposition of some difficult passage,
he never bewilders by a cloud of phraseology, nor seeks to satisfy himself by parading
half a score of antagonistic opinions which
his predecessors have hazarded. In the
fewest and simplest words he states the results
of his inquiry, and passes on to his
next task,

Never

brilliant

or

exhaustive,

he is yet always instructive and plain.
Asking no compliment over his own learn-

ing or critical skill, the is simply intent on
unfolding the truth which he accepts as the
highest word of God, and on impressing
the lessons which he believes alone have
power to make men wise unto salvation.

The work will be especially adapted

to the

use of Christian parents in the family, Sabbath school teachers and members of Bible
classes, and theological students and min-

isters will often find it of real value.

We

replly beautiful.

Asa

specimen

of book-

making, it may safely challenge ccmparison with almost any work of its class which
has yet appeared.
DROUGHT AND SUFFERING IN PALEsTINE. The latest reports from Jerusalem
all agree in representing the condition and

prospects of central and southern Palestine
as sad and depressing. There has been
no rain during the usual rainy season
whichis just ending, and the whole region

about the holy city presents a picture of
almost perfect desolation. Water is brought
from a considerable distance, in goat-skin
bottles, and sold to supply the ordinary demands of the people. Besides this, Bishop
Gobat states that the locusts are spread
over the mountains of Judea and Samaria,
through the valley of the Jordan and in the
great plains, and are supposed to be depositing their eggs. The Ardbs say that
each couple lays two hundred eggs ; so that
the prospect
for a harvest is dreary
enough. These insects not only devour the
vegetation, but seem to leave a temporary poison ‘where they settle, which pre-

———POLYGAMY

DEFENDED IN €bNGRESS.

The speech of Hon. W. H. Hooper, delegate from Utah, in the U. 8. House of Rep- -

resentatives,

in opposition to the bill for

the suppression

ef polygamy

ameng

the

Mormons, and in defense of the harems of
Salt Lake City, bas been
put into pamphlet
form amd is being sent over the country.
We like Mr. Hooper's frankness better than

we do his rhetoric; and his acquaintance
with the theologians who have lent an enAfter the same , dorsement.to the idea that a man may have

fealtyto party would mean a devotion ‘to mannerhe took the cup, when he had supped,

in remembrance

saying = This cup is the new testament

as many wives
as he can get and cave for,

principle, and not a blind assent to the arti-

is larger than his knowledge of logic. He
glorifies the. enterprise and saintliness of

of me,

in

my blood ; this doin remembrance of me.

cles of a political platform; a vete would
represent an opinion, and not the meager

For as oft
as ye eat this bréad,

and

drink

sum that had been paid for: it; a religious| this cup, ye do show the Lord's death till
,
profession would proceed more from moral he come.”

the Mormons; he frankly avows his belief that Joseph Smith was a divinely inspired: prophet, and that polygamy at Salt

convictions, and

Lake has the sanction of

the highest interestsof soclety, and band

old Norman ruler, they have;

honor and serve it. . -

Thi

attempt to be original, or brilliant, or
startling ; no waste of words ; no search for
hidden or double meanings when the real

those facilities ‘for forming correct opinions
that are se abundantly provided. Then

Please notice the words,—¢ delivered
be less
dependent
on
the - deductions - of human philosophy. unto you.” Unte whom? Of course to those
This would give us a manhood that would addressed by the letter,to all ** saints,”—
proceed cautiously and act intelligently;| “all in every place who eall upon the

ment of good laws.

itatingly commended as a plain, thoughtful, discreet, unambitious and eminently
practical commentary upon ‘the New Testament records. There is no pedantry; no

Christian to leave the Lord's table;” and
says: * Let him (the Siar) show us that
authority (thus saith the Lord), and we
will invite every body.” The *‘ thus saith | vents the growth of grass. There is great
the Lord” is easily found. We ask our alarm throughout the country. Those who
brother te: read in 1 Corinthians, 1:2:— ,ean do so will probably leave the country
“Unto the church of God which is at Cor- during the summer ; but the masses who are
inth, to them that are sanctified in Christ tied by necessity will find the struggle with
Jesus, called to be saints, with all that in their circumstances a severe and painful
every place call on the name of the' Lord one. Aid is urgently solicited from abroad
Jesus Christ.”
in behalf of the Moslems, the Jewish
| To all these-the Spirit speaks, to all *“ that proselytes and the native Protestants.
every place, who call on Jesus.” And
that includes all time as well as * every
place,” for the Spirit here speaks to all

ciple is, after all, merely nominal. It soon
learns
to bend the truth to the models
to dress

* So far as these specimen pages indicate
the charddterof the work, it may be unhes-

‘are sanctified,”to all ** saints,”
* to all in

life, and that the weight of a sterling prinwhich are set for it, and even

applied

the same scorn-

fer the medium path of truth and charity,
holding fast the ordinances, just as Jesus
gave them tous, and recognizing all new
born souls as ‘‘one family,” just as Jesus

barters away its integrity, it deserts its convictions, it is false to its better self, and

ought

Index, &c.,

ance. He declares that if he were to become an open communionist, he would go
straight to the Pedo-Baptists. That is very
likely. Many good men have that infirmity ; they are sure to run to one extreme or
the other; to swing out of the highway on

terest, self-interest seeks only to avoid pres-

which

¢ Water

sion to which close communion forces every
man. He is consistent with his premises,
for they contain the very essence of intoler-

ent consequences, and the most glaring absurdities become current. The type of
character developed under such eircumstances is degraded. It sells its votes, it

those great results

Lights,”

as we do. But it is because we ‘‘cannot in
conscience forbid the Lord’s children a place
at his table,”and for nothing else. Dr. Bright
tells us that an open communion Baptist
church is a ‘‘non-descript,” ‘a mongrel
affair,” and he speaks the logical conclu-

With such
a mere

‘We

And why do they do this? Not becanse we
preach that Christ died for all men, for they"
now generally preach the same; not be- are many and marked. The paper is subcause we believe in the freedom of the will, stantial and good, and the typography
for they generally assert this as positively thoroughly clear, somewhat unique and

men the right soon degenerates to the expedient, the expedient becomes

COMMENTARY.

trust that it may attain a wide cirenlation.
The mechanical excellences of the work

politician

tion of policy, policy is dictated by

‘New

of the Baptist fold?

a reserve of

to perdition.

were

Baptists; they call themselves -‘‘Regular
Baptists,” that we may be considered *‘irregular” and ‘‘disorderly.” They refuse to
recognize our preachers as Baptist ministers,
to grant letters to their members who wish
to unite with us, or inany way to acknowledge our churches as properly churches of
Christ. Could they do more to cast us out

but would desert a principle and flee before
a counter opinion. They are traitors to the
trust that God has given them ; through ignorance they disgrace their honor and be-

tray their souls

‘‘we

Communionists are unwilling to own

battery without flinching, there are not ten

Every fendency to weaken

Christian

ful terms are

others,

pure manhood, a love for the right, and an
under-current of moral feeling that prompts
to better deeds. But there is, also, on the
part of the masses, a species of cowardice
that fearsto assert its integrity, and sees
safety only in seeking to please everybody.
Of a thousand who would face a storming

undervalue the divine agency in seeking

that

Methodists,” “A mongrel set,” *‘non-descript organizations ;"and from such respectable sources as the Examiner & Chronicle,

are the same arrogant assertion and servile
obedience.
In too many cases men do not act as they
believe. And this is not from choice, but
because there is not manly independence
enough to follow an honest conviction.

di-

So that it istrue

Not only so, but after we had been excluded, we were denied the use of the family name, ‘‘ Baptists.”
We were called

with his imperiousness and his hobby, there

‘one

Bap-

driven out of the Baptist fold because we
could notin conscience forbid the Lord's
children a place at his table,”
.

whetheggt be the 0141 Norman ruler with his

If free-willers have ever dreamed of salvation by works; if they have slighted the
grace of God and have not felt deeply their
entire dependence upon Christ and his
mercy ; if their doctrines have led them to

in doctrine.

volved.

or not. Itis ignorance content in its poverty, and not seeking to enrich itself by
patient labor. Itisthe autecrat assuming
control of the thought and the act; and

vinely-approved name of * Christian.”

out the sinner, enlightening him,
his heart to faith and repentance,
generating him by the power of
Ghost, there were good reason for

The church is made

BUTLER'S

thought lies on the surface. The Notes are
generally brief, sometimes pithy, always
direct, definite in aim and excellent in
question was the'only one involved; while . spirit, The author is manifestly intent on °
in New Eogland, the extent of the atone- one thing ;—and that is, to help his readers
ment and freedom of the will were also in- find the real thought which the Spirito

without examining whether it be healthful

and

the

ministers,

tists, In Canada, Indiana.
North Carolina and Georgia, similar movements, of considerable magnitude, have occarred.
In
New York and Canada,
the communion

and not formed by themselves ; they are accepted on mere assertion, and not established by reason and experience. Itis indolence eating the fruit of another's toil,

agreeable and Christian in sentiment and
spirit ;” and the old cords of sectarian bitterness and rivalry will soon be entirely
severed, and we shall rejoice to

nearly as many

field of its operation as well as the state.
Atheism denies a God, and its followers
submit their immortal interests to the arbitrament of chance. Fanaticism publishes
itscreed, and an eager crowd gives it a
ready acceptance. Superstition proclaims
its impossibilities, and credulity affects to
believe. Men will not take the trouble to
think for themselves, and so they are apt to
give credence to what is vague and improb-

and reli-

pleasant

among their brethren, The result was,in a
few years as many as forty churches, and

ever self-interest
has a scheme to develop,

not quarrel over the question of change,
but each hold fast to the belief that the other party is ‘growing better, more ortho-

more

ministers began 19 preach the right of all
Christians to celebrite the Lord's death;
and so violent was the opposition to this,
that they could
not peaceably
remain |

The life of a party be-

there this domineering spirit appears, and
usually finds an obsequious rabble ready to

of faith, there would be no material differences in the results. So they had better

dox,

a

conse-

mere dictatorial harangue.
Local interests
demand public patronage, and attempts to
force measures of doubtful expediency meet
with quite too much success.
But it is not alone in political affairs that
men assent to pernicious theories. 'Where-

drance and burden and a dishonor to Christ.
We only wish that they would drop. the
name of Calvin and Arminius both, and go
back to Christ and the apostiss in§ name as
well as spirit.
And while Christian teachers lose their
sharp corners, drop their extreme notions,
they come closer and closer to Christ and

——PROF.

have received specimen pages of the Commentary on the New Testament, which Prof.

one chief cause of

sonal abuse, or is made the occasion of a under the name of Open Communion

and “‘assimilated them into his own
ance upon the grace of God. - Calvinists
Volney and Paine became a part
say that Arminians have changed, that they
Lincoln from 1834 to the end of his
are becoming more orthodox, more CalHe adds that Mr. L. wrote a small
vinistic; and the Arminians say that the
against Christianity, attacking the
Calvinists have changed, that they are more
idea that Jesus was the Christ, and meant
scriptural, more generous in their views,
to publish it ; but that a friend got hold of it
and not so ** God-dishonoring in their docand burned it. ‘He boldly avowed Limtrines.”
‘Perhaps both have changed in
self an infidel.”
doctrine ; it is certain that they have changMr. Herndon goes on to say: ‘He did
ed in feelings, in mutual love and respect,
not believe in a special creation; . . . he
and are essentially one in doctrine. If their
did not believe that the Bible was a special
creeds were buried and forgotten, and they
revelation from God; . . . he did not beshould now sit down to draft a declaration

lieve jn miracles; . . . he did not believe

And,

comes paramount to the best interests of
the state. Shrewdness triumphs over honor,
and integrity is too often foiled “by frand
and cunning. ‘The dignity of debate is
prostituted to the sharp exchange of per-

away, or ignore it in some way, which allows them a blessed freedom from its fet
ters, and relieves them from the necessity
of believing or preaching its horrible doetrines. We are right glad that it is so.
They hold on to the Christian truths which
Calvin and Arminius taught, and discard

and nearer to each other, in trust

to keep

dollar.

~ Current Topics.

Butler, of New Hampton, has been for
some years preparing, and the, first volume
this exclusion ?
But the open communion Baptist denomi- of which, containing Notes on the four gosnation did not all spring from this move- pels, is now going through the press. The
ment in New Hampshire. Itis composed of entire work will be published in three volseveral bodies of Baptists, of separate .and umes, which will be retailed at $2,00 each.
independent origin. In New York,at about One volume will appear during the early
thesame date of Randall's separation from summer, and the others are expected to
-his old ‘ecclesiastical home, several Baptist follow at no distant day.
communion doctrines

quently,the administration of public affairs

serting free will; and yet they are Calvinists! Some of them retain Calvinism in
their creeds, but get around

not peaceably remain in the Baptist church.
Were they not driven out? Were not open

And so a class

of slavish followers almost unconsciously
pass under the control of domineering lead-

And itis a curious fact, that these very

We

Abbot in the interest of ‘Free Religion,”—
which purperts to give a true account of
Mr. Lincoln's religious opinions, and to
discredit the statements that have repre-

Conceited

ignorance demands an office, and seryility
runs quickly to bestow it. A selfish policy
frames its laws,and bankrupt principle sells

in

some benighted corner of the land, where

presence, to nurture a prayerful spirit, to
-3kill or effort reach his throne on high, to
our sense of dependence on Christ is evil,
vitalize his religious convictions and open
. settle this case.
He comes to our own
hurtful
error. The more grace is magnidoors, to our very hearts, and pronounces to him the meaning and ministry of Christ's fied the better, the more. scriptural and
the words of pardon; we have not to go sympathy, so that his faith was more a correct, 80 long as man’s liberty and repower and his devoutness more a habit durdown and by our
sponsibility are not restricted. Man is lost
sufferings and woes
ing the last years of his life than ever beand powerless to save himself, yet he is
excite
his pity;
he pities and loves
fore, is what is” generally believed; but
able to accept the grace offered, to receive
us now, and asks no agonies of ours to
that he was an open disciple of Volney and the bread of life since it is pressed to his
commend us to him.
He seeks us, and
Paine, and was shocked at the fundamental lips, and all should be, and, thank God, all
will be prevented from saving us by one
doctrines of the gospel, is what Mr. Hern- are agreed in ascribing all to grace, sovthing only,—our refusal to receive his
don must fortify with positive and irref- ereign, free grace. Calvinists and ArminJoerey.
ragable testimony before the public will
to this, for this is essen““He came to his own and his 6Wd ré- accept his statement. He seems anxious ians must hold fast
tial
Christianity,
the
very life and soul of
ceived him not.” Oh how that grieved him ! to clear Mr. Lincoln from the appearance
What tears he shed over this stubborn re- of being a hypocrite. But if this state. the system.
fusal to be saved! It is just the same now ment were to be unqualifiedly aceepted, we
as then. Jesus comesto us in his word, fear that Mr. Lincoln's eniinent’ straightMaking Opinions.
tis ministers, his churches, the Holy Spirit
forwardness and profound sincerity would
There was an old Feudal Lord who made
in ‘his people, and, by every possible influ- suffer a serious discount in the estimation
it
a role to behead each ofhis subjects who
ence, to arouse the conscience, turn from
of the American people. The testimony to
sin and win to himself. He is actively, the Christian faithand interest of Mr. Lin- expressed a doubt that God weighed 97
personally, persistently seeking us, and en- coln has come up through many witnesses pounds 3 ounces, and was just 4 feet high.
twining influences around us to draw us to and in many forms; it. must be unequivo- The rule was seldom. applied, however,
for his lordship soon found that: his vassals
salvation, and is overwhelmed with sorrow
eal evidence that makes it null and void.
when we refuse. Yet he does not soon
Undoubtedly there is an excessive and mis- valued their heads above their moral congive us over.
‘‘Heislong suffering,” “not. chievous tendency to quote and press into victions, and so were quite ready fo prove
willing that any should perish,” lingers at notice the sayings and concessions of men false to the latter to save the former.
The case is by.no means an: isolated
the door, and knocks, and calls, and knocks
holding eminent stations, when they utter a
one, nor is itso remote as to have no counagain, and calls, and never ceases so long word
favorable to Christian
doctrine.
as there is any hope. How feeble words | Their honest and unforced testimony may terpart at the present time. Opinions are
are to express such love as this; how ut- be used on proper occasions; but if Chris-. coined with » facility which rivals that
terly inadequate to describe the earnest- tianity be divine, itis not in a condition to ‘of producing sniall change at the beginning
of the war, and the worthless metal which
ness with which Jesus sesks the lost!
need absolutely the prop of their consentWe greatly desire to magnify this. én- ing speech to keep it from falling into per- went into circulation in the’one-ease is only
equaled by the absurd theories which are acdeavor of our Lord. It is the striking il, and they owe it a thousand times more
feature of the gospel scheme; itis so sur, for its. grace than it can ever owe them for cepted. in the rother. :Unprineipled men,
be! resolves or
prising and wonderful, so expressive of their confession.” If Mr. Lincoln ‘was real- ‘who ‘are animated by no
charitable
motives,
who
are
dwarfed by
love, so touchingly generous, that if realiz- ly a Christian, a denial of that fact is an atselfishness,
and
measure
every
grand eoned, all hearts would welcome him with
tempt to take away the crown from his
wonder,love and praise. It would add large: manhood, and to use his great name to ception in others by its wavering image in
ly tothe faith and courage of Christians, hide the true Messiah's autograph from the their own experience, abound in all the
walks of life. They appear in every state
for they would see and feel that one
eyes that need to behold it; if he was not,
stronger than the ‘strong
man armed’ it is for Christian fidelity to say, calmly, capital to hinder wise legislation, and in
every community to oppose the enforce"was leading in the

effort

unprincipled leaders.

a

preacher now proclaiming doctrines which
made the staple of sermons less than a

will, still call themselves Calvinists. The
distinctions of John Calvin they unequivocalA long letter has just been published in ly deny in books and sermons; they outThe Index,—the new paper edited by Mr. strip Arniinius and all his followers in as—

** Come to Jesus,” js the burden
our exhortations

if they consent,

life will enter their hearts as light rushes
into temples when windows are thrown
open and the way made clear.

A All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

sermons,

and

It would

je
<r

1

»evela-

tion and is more than justified by the unequaled purity of the social state in
Utah; he denies’ that Christ or Paul ever
meant to frown upon a plurality of

could net be. corrupted by bribes, nor name of the Lord,"—all Christians.
tended pedi over his Korn Tatallecr, and the themselves against the advancement of | that
eat.” Who shall * take, eat?” wives; he insists that the social evil is to
poisoned by time-serving ; that would know “Take,
every
humane
plan.
As
incapable
of
"hearts, and make feeble means * ‘mighty to call and the promise went with their full
* Saints,” the
persons addressed by the be curedby adopting the policy of Brigonly
theright
and
then
proceed
boldly
to
a grand thought or pure. ideal as was the
penetrate to the center of human

-the pulligg down of strong holds.” It would

add force and inspiration to their thoughts

and expressions, and enable them to say, in

manner, spirit and word, go that the world
would feel it, that the divine Saviour is personally present, and bringing his power to
This
bear, t> turn sinners to himself.

would give them great cou rage and efficiency, and endow them with a real spiritual

power such as made

ble.

the apostles invinci-

:

And the more Christians realize a prest, working,

persuading,

loving Saviour,

more sinners will feel it. A deep, solthem that
emn conviction will steal oveg
it is not man but the

speaks ;

Gi the unseen Saviour is foliag for their

a

Pep,
rp

hey

drawings’
g the real

Er AEA. upon
pr

As

importance

)

hey
—

that they

ord sot
le

the Lord.

resist-

should know if, and

ol ty loa. T r galiation depends
it. ‘The gospel, will never become

the
until
them,
to
salvation”
to
God
of
+‘ power
La

emphasis uptohis high station and his anx-

ious heart,—*Come unto me, . . and I will
give you rest.”

Old and New.
The worldmoves, The theology of today stands in sharp contrast with that of a
hundred years ago. Ability and inability,

at the

same

time, supreme confidence in their own wisdom, and dispose of abstruse

questions

politics or theology with

utmost

placency.

the

in

com-

‘are we Separated !”

They assume control sot only

[ of men’s actions but of their thoughts, and
he who withholds the allegiance of“either
becomes the object of their fiercest abuse,
*Multitudes surrender their personal convictions, and these self constituted leaders
soon have their train of followers.
This servile obedience to another’s opin-

letter, ““ all in every place who call on

the

bam

name of the

i.e.

state to interfere with a practice founded
upon religious belief; he tells ws that

Lord.”

*’This do ye,”

+ all in every place, who

“Why

3

can

Who ave thus
The

Christian Era

and

Baptist papers are pretty

several

other

sharp on us for

remarks about communion.
The Era denies that ‘we were driyen out of the Baptist fold,becanse we could not in conscience

call on the namg

of the Lord.” “As yeest this bread, and
drink this cup, ye do show the Lord's death.”
addressed?

the spirit speak such

To whom

does

weighty words?

To

*‘ saints,” of course ; to the persons included

Young; he denies the right of the

Heaven has mo other martyrs so eonspicuous and the Union no helpers so efficient,

in this nineteenth century, as the church
of the Latter Day Saints; and he utters
some very rhetorical prophecies that, if the
Government attempts to suppress polygamy by force of law, it will rush upon

in the address of the letter,—** all in every
place who callon the name of the lwrd.”
Can language be plainer than this? Here suicide and ‘‘disappear like the baseless
grace and human agency, the province and
forbid the Lord’s children a place at his ta- ia a positive command for all Christians,
| ffabric of a vision before the first blast of
prerogatives of each, their points of conble,” and appeals to history.
And what tall saints,” to eat and drink of the Supper, such a convulsion as would inevitably foltact and trae relations, have not been fully
Will the Era permit the saints to obey? low.” Toall of which massof fanaticism,
defined, their boundaries fixed, their op- | ion is best witnessed in the working of po- says history? .
We quote the ‘‘minutes.” “Benjamim Will he consent that Baptist ministers invite special pleading and extravagance, the
erations traced. Yet several important litical parties. A few assume the leaderpoints have become clear, . and aresnow ship, while their supporters are almost. en- Randall,of New Castle, N. H., left the Bap- all whem the Spirit invites in these words ? American people will listen with such pahed in nearly every pulpit and accept- tirely men who have a chronic fear of an tist denomination in'1780, because - he could Or will he persist in commanding them to tience as they can and such pity as they
ed by the mass of hearers ; such as that God opinion. They neither dare to assert their not peacefully preach the doctrine of agen: leave the Lord's table, when the Lord has . must, and then go calmly, wisely and resloves all men and desires their, salvation ; own convictions of right and duty, nor to eral atonement, in . distinction from dotomanded them to partake, and show his olutely about the work of displacing the
that Christ died for all, “and offers life to'hoppose the wrong principles of others. high-toned" Calvinism, close communion death till he come ?
abominations that belonged to an ancient
[=
every man without let or hindrance; that They lose confidence in the presence of anda formal religion. = Randall preached
state with the better institutions that modee which knavery is so the doctrinesof a free salvation, the free
i according to the exact that selfsibility
ern society 1s set to plant and cherish.
|
, that they both “begin skilled in practicing, and yield, their most agency of man, a living faith, active plety,
Copies of Kennedy's work on CommunREa
a
| cherished convictions without a word in and open communion.”
fon will still be furnished as a premium for y
Would iol Randall and his associates have new subscribers 10 the Siar, See the lib ress UNOURED Forry. It is sad that a
seek Fu
and ought immediately to do their defense, Xt is thisclagsof men who
become mere instruments in
bands of remained in the Baptist deftomination, if eral offer in another part of the paper. ~' ligood cause mist bo so often impeack
11".
ed and ;
t
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The parties giving. the

pleasure of administering

enlarge the sphere and elevate the lifeplane of woman is a proper one, and some
of the best minds in both hemispheres are

Baptist sentiments

have the

their own es--

any Q.M.

through its columns thus :
i
In fact it isno more than the truth to say

that Jesus Clirist lived on the earth, snd disaster and bless them in their generous
ied on the cross to give woman the bal- | endeavors. If they delay giving until
ot.
:
death, they lose the satisfaction of seeing

the good they do,

| sinners are feeling
on the Lord's side,
deeply their need of Jesus, Our Sabbath School
is increasing in numbers and interest also, The
prospects favorable for hetter days.

and more than likely

those who have money

accumulated,

give

the matter, and ask God's direction?

into more unbecoming places, and exhibits

A friend of ours who is chief clerk in

time.

Hancock, ME.
from

physicians, who conducted the examina-

tion, testified that they never met with better classes nor attended a better examination. Large numbers of well educated ladies are entering the profession yearly, and
in our cities they are getting very respectable patronage. If male physicians would
row do themselves the honor of welcoming
them to medical associations, soas to give
them the benefit of the experience and discussions brought out in those bodies, it
would be no more than just and fair in

conveyed me there,

better

work for us.

or childless grandmother or
‘These fortunes are
or in possession of

government, or covered by some city, or
in some way difficultto get, and have been

accumulating for a great many years. They
who

“came over in early times, and the only point

is to prove identity dnd take the cash. In

Jay Co., Inv. Early in January last 1
commenced a meeting in one of the wasteplaces of Zion, which resulted in good. I
was assisted a part of the time by Rev. H.
W. Vaughn, Although it was very stormy
and the roads exceedingly bad, the people
came together, and the Lord was present
with us. * Professors-of religion were quick-

called the F.'W. Baptist church of Zion.
Asa PIERCE.

A

A Good Idea.
—

A brother in central New York propos©8 to give several hundred dollars to the
Home Mission Society, on condition

Good Templars,

till the
There are

many who may be glad to do the same
thing. ‘They have a little’ money, which
they hope not to be obliged to use for
their own ‘subsistence; yet the uncertainties of the future deter them from parting
with it. They may need it. They would

be glad to put it where it will be safe, and
and |

time of need. The Home Mission Soclety
« myill receive such funds and invest them,

and give a certificate,
donors

guaranteeing to the

that they shill have the

interest on

their money when they require it, and give
notice of the fact; and in case they do mot

require it, it- shall be faithfully used to

spread the gospel among the lost.

"

of the ¥'. B. church at Farmington, Me.

The principal is to belong absolutely to the
Society, and the acerning interest also,
until notice is given of his want; then he

still stand as a reserve fund for a possible

10,

A. D. SMITH, Locating

od

be n made,
application has yet
ossible, as no
G. M. PARK, Clerk.
;
P
J

as

Letters

Foss—Emily Fisk—F

Janders—J S Folsom
—T Foss—L W Furbish—A Filkins
—J Fogg—T French—L L Gove—W Greenlaw—~E J Gil
key—S N George—E H Hart—A Hobson—R 1. Howard—

The Lord is doing .agreat work for the people
is
in this place at the present time, Our prayer
BENJ. FOGG) Clerk.
that it may continue,

b Hall—¥

A § Hill-A Hobson—1L Hodgman

L
Howard—I T Hoit—A. F
Hutchinson—L Hilton-4
Hil-HS Hasriman-=J W Hills—M O Henderson—A
—J Harrlll—Z:Harlow—D 8 Herrick—O 8 Hartly—G

young men not to marry in haste. Rice ig but 22, his
bride 87. He swears that she made him believe she

Jacobs—A Kinney—J Rolghts

DT

The Pelham& Salem church is in need of 4

pastor.

Any

misister

desiring

this

field of la~

Rev. 8. R.

Evens writes us from Angelica, N.

Y., where he has been spending some time in order that his wife might avail herself of the skill
of a physician who is effectually treating her for
cancer. - He has been

preaching during his

stay

at Angleloa, and the people recently made him a
donation of twenty-five dollars. He hopes soon
to return to his old home and field of labor in
Olean.
Rev: P. 8. Burbank has had an invitation to
take charge of the church at Strafford Centre,

but has concluded to remain at Danville.
The church in Littleton, N. H,, was organized
last May with 27 members. It now numbers
over 50, and is favoved with a revival,
The church at Franconia, N, H., about a year

ago, obtained Rev. J. M. Durgin as pastor.
congregation

bad become

The

scattered, but

much

the people beganto come together,—Christians
worked for God, and within a few weeks the
rain of-righteousness has descended gloriously.
Many have been converted and more than 200 attend meeting, The house of worship has been
enlarged.

:

‘Rev. H. N. Plumb, about two years ago, went
into a part of Michigan a hundred’ miles from
He found
any minister of our denomination,

BROWNS

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te

BROWN’S: BRONCHIAL TROCHES.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

HAMPTON

0s

|

INSTITUTION.
by

B. Mesevvey,

git

A.M,

Principal,

:
WITH EIGHT ASSISTANTS.
.
1 attention to the well deThe Trustees call
served popularity of the present board of instruction.
ad the best.eviaence of its ability and faithfulness.
early to the Principal.
Send for a Uireular, +8
N

.

RWIS,

Sec’y

New Hampton, N, H., March 80, 1870,

8.
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INSTITUTE,

:

ern Iowa and Minnesota, where none-is to

an

appendix, many

the demand is very great.
/%,
The construction of the road is not an experiment,
dependent upon any uncertain negotiation of its
bonds. It is in the hands of gentlemen of wealth
and ability, comprising many leading bankers and
railroad builders of experience. Forty-six miles of
the line are just completed, and eighty-eight miles
more are graded. An abundant supply of iron, ties,
and other materials

me Of
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Elijah Stone, Greenwood, Johnson Co. Ind
O W Young, Hancock, Me
L Cummings, W Lumner, Me ‘Wm H Stowell, New Portland, Me
L C Burr, Wess Falls, N Y
A J Lawton, West Eau Claire, Wis
Rev W H Yeoman, Spr
vale, Me
“
'W Whitacre, Chagrin Falls, Ohio
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subscriptions,
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SECURITY of the INVESTMENT.
So far as we can learn, every completed railroad
in the Northwest is not only oarning the interest on
its bonds, but a dividend on its stock, and we believe
the CENTRAL OF TOWA must occupy an equally strong
financial-position,
The amount of Bonds to be issued is but $16,000
per mile, or less than four millions, in all,
‘
OF WHICH OVER ONE MILLION HAVE
ALREADY

BEEN

SOLD.

WE BELIEVE THERE WILL BE NO
FAVORABLE

MORE

TIME

TO

AS

SUCH

TEES

SECURITHE

THESE-THAN

PRESENT.
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and
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FICES, No. 32 Pine Street, New York; at offices of
JAY COOKE & CO., New York, Philadelphia, and
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:
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MUNN & CO. Editors of the Scientific
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at banking house of B. W, CLARK
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AS

mers

Renews the brash, wiry hair to silky softness.
BEAUTIFUL HAIR DRESSING.
One bottle shows its effects.
R. P, HALL .& CO. Nashua, N. H. Proprietors
2teowl2
For sale by all druggists.

4

Concord, N, H,

THE

WHEN

EXPRESE.
Ezra Stevens, Joneaville, Vt

¥ W Lyford, Quiney,

WHEN GRAY.
the nutritive matter which
:
hair,

RENEWS

(2)

FREEDMEN'S MISSION.

contracted

daily

the sales of the bonds, give them ample means to push
the work forward, so that, with favorable weather,
it is expected that the wholeline will’ be completed

RENEWS THE HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR

Ch in Foster, RL. pér O Hopkits
w 8 Lane, Rehoboth, Baad

been

aaron Surgiom Journal, July, be one of the most important and yaluahle roads in

BY MAIL,

?

has

Company have a large and
of money on hand, and the

DR, HAYES is one of the most learned and popular

Books Porwarded.

Home Mission,
Col Lawrence ch & cong_Mass, per F. H Fernald
Ch In Candia, N H, per W J Woodbury
Ch in Haverhill, Mass. per J Marriner

be found,

and in securing return freights of lumber, for which

869.
Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
M
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turw | key morocéo, full gilt, $5.00, Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address ‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or
D | Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N. B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confldence on all diseases requiring gkill and experience.
eowlyds

Rev L L Harmon, Portsmouth, N H

begins May 8, 1870,

ander the direction of
Rev. ott,

“care, and, as

Wood—J Weeks,

Wm F Childs, Manehester,

NEW

This road will have a great advantage over any othe

Bonds, and desire to recommend them ‘to onr custo-

'W H H Flanders, Moultonboro, N H

6mi4

south

er Western line in carrying the best quality of coal
from where it is abundant in Southern Iowa to North

THE

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

C B Griffin, Ea Andover, N H
Rev R M Minard, Starksboro, Vt

and

physicians of
the day; and is entitledto the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable Producticns. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseasesto which they are subject and
tells them just how and when to do_it.—Farminghe
ton
Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2,1869. .
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
es,one of the most learned and popular physicians

‘8 H Barrett, Rutland, Ohle’
John B McIntyre, Silver Creek, N Y

OBTAIN the true

Sumuer Terv

MEDICAL

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

will most invariably give instant relief
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

TAX.

After a full examination, we have accepted an
Agency for the Sale of the above ¥irst Mortgage

W, H Nut.

Requires immediage attention, asneg
lect often results in an incurable Lung

FROM

Prosariptions for prevailing complaints are added .—
Joos Republican, N ncuster, N.
H., Sept. T,1869.

= G. Knowles,

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

bor can address Rev. Tobias Foss, Pelham, N. H.

BY

which lamentable ignorance exists, The imsubjects presented are treated with delicacy,

ability and
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rear

’

they become irresistible.
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portant
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Haskell—Mrs E Hutohins—~G Hien] G Hovey—J Hicks
—H J Hall—J P Hall—P Haber—8 M Hag tt—A HHeat
—L Hibbard—T
8 Eatch—=R W Jordan
L' Jenson—

fraud inage is
It should warn

AND WOMANHOOD,

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of emi.
nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, con-

Hurlin—R

FREE

ments, will give it almosfthe entire worth

whoseexperienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
otheérs ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.
These books
are of actual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ-

kér—d Buzzell—H J Brown—0O Bucklin—D Brown—S P
Blanchard—N W Boody—J Bean—M A Barney -A F
Bennett—B F Burgess=J W Gloudi-L Commnitig2
Chadwick—S Cole—I B Coleman—W
Clavenzer—A
Curtis
—L Bhatiers-5
Cornforth—J W Carr—L L
Cross—8
Copp—H Culver—E G Collins—8 Cox—Mehita-.
Curtis—S
ble Curtis—Mrs F Calkins -E Cafferty—A. Dudley—W C
n-—RDeerDi
d
Drew—W J Dudley W 1
ng—J Erskine—J
Edes—C M Re
a Erskine=J W

Botan T Ellis—D 8 Fowler~I H

Coated

(Opposite Revere House,)

Received.

95,

rapid development of a new and productive country
in Minnesota and the Northwest,must furnish a large
Southern trafic. As the Upper Mississippi is frozen
over during the Winter, and its navigation is often
uncertain during the Summer, from low water, this
road must have atall times a large amount of iransportation, and a monopoly of the business at some
seasons of the year. Its connections with other lines
interested by mutual ownership or running arzange-

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
cloth. DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.
A Book for Every Woman
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
70 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is trully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in, our
anguage. Allthe NEW DISCOVERIES of the author

weod—S B Andrews—I L Buzzell—A Butterrield—A J Bu-

were accident
are ministers. of good standing in thethe Q. JuneM.
Church clerks, —please remember, at scholars
session, to Jopoe your: ministers, S.S.
five cent tax upon the membership,
and send the
"June session at Unity Village.

and Tan.

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,

Johnsbury, Vt,

0

travel between its terminal points and their vicinity.

PEABODY

Clerk.

Towa.

This railroad runs 234 miles nofth and south
through the finest and most thickly settled portion of
the magnificent State of Iowa, and is the only link
wanting to connect the railway centers at St. Louis
and St. Paul by an unbroken line, 147 miles shorter
than any existing route. ‘This road offers many advantages. The building of the railroad north from
St. Paul to Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior,
where five railroadswill soon center—the construction
of the North Pacific railroad, already begun—and the

4m9

Headache,

Sick

PUBLISHED

‘Wm Allen—I N Austin—W Alexander—J Applebee—O
L Ambrose—J Ashley—DK Andrus—M Atwood—F Ate

ey

Register.

8t,
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build up

GEO. ¢. GOOD-

Sold by all druggists,

MANHOOD

w: B. Cogswell, Ea. Springhill, Bradford Co., Pa.

UNITY, ME., Q. M.—Held its March term with
It was avery
the Mountain church, Dixmont.
leasant and we trust a profitable session. The
rethren and sisters came together with a mind
encourto work, and the Lord was present J.to Blagden
age: The names of Revs.J. youngang
ally left out of the

W. L. Noyes,

cleanse the system, purify and

Pain in the Back and Loins,

Com.

1. B. COLEMAN,

“ John Ashley,
Republic, Ohio.
$C. O. Foster, Chelsea, Vt.
“"
C
O. Parmenter, La Rue, 0 Ohio.

Of

or

Tongue, and Biliousness. For sale at No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON & CO., Pro
prietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents.

“" ‘8. E. Root, Natick, Mass.
“

"Porpid Liver,

Dyspepsia, such as Oppression after eating, Sour
Stomach, Spitting ot Food, also Headache, Dizziness,

Post Office Addresses.
Rev. E L. Wiley, Sutton, Vt.

revival.

They

Stomach,

BONDS

CENTRAL RAILROAD ~

stan-

ranted in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum

Y. M.
The New Hampshire
be held at Littleton, commencing
A. M, and continue in session

M., will
on

and

DR
BEST THING FOR COSTIVENESS.
HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES are war

be

.

*
KE. Tattle,
Milton,
N. H,
“J. M. Purkls, Bid felon Cen. Me.

With, the Slork E

tried
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was but his own age, by using Magnolia Balm upon
her face,neckiand hands, - Poor youth. He probably
found her elbows weren't quite so soft and pretty.
(AR
an Miche
Merritt —J. Nickerson
Oughf Hagan to be indicted ? ‘We know of many simter—J Newbold—J Nason—J Norris—M Ot
pastorate with the Hampton, N. H., church, May
pearly”
l
wonderfu
—T
Potter—C
O
Parmenter—W
8 Plke—d
most
a
gives
Balm
ilar cases. This
| A Plastrigge 0
1. The church will then I in need of a pastor.
and natural complexion, to which we don’t object Phelps—J
Phat
A
L
Rev. A. Deering has closed his labors as State
We like pretty women, To_finish the picture, they
—A
Pierce—T
the hair, With
Temperance lecturer for the Grand Lodge of | should use Lyon’s Kathairon upon
tresses,
t
luxurian
soft,
and
and accepted the pastoral charge pearly chin, rosy cheeks,

treasury.

cause of Christ,

May

Plasto, sobnAnicalo

The. Mice Divorce Suic for
causing great excitement in Boston,

Rev, H. J. Brown has closed his labors with
the Homey Creek church, and accepted a call
from the F', B, church in Waupun, Wis.
Rev. DW. C. Durgin closes a twelve years

that, if he comes to-want, and needs the
interest on the money, by giving due no-

can be; used in the

mencing

*

Ministers and Churches.
.

give no-

9, 1870.

at 1 o’clock, P: M.

GOLD

Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead

Remedy.

RENSELAER Q. M. will hold its Speing session with
Friday, May 6,
the Poestenkill church, commencing

jo.

tunes, but by industry, temperance and fru-

Doonisainaowsl ad Nols.

reclaimed and sinners

myself organized a church of 12 members,

in looking after such for-

gality make your own fortunes.

backsliders

coaverted.
4
At the close of the meeting, by request of
brethren and sisters, Bro... Vaughn. and

poses; and all the money which is paid to
investigate and prosecute’ them, goes ‘into
the hands of sharpers. Better spend no

expiration of his notice.
This is sensible and generous,

A

church. The meetduring the week. The

at one o’clock, P.

long

Investment

THE

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT.

yards; the most

poison. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
4mil
everywhere,

H., to take into consideration the devise and bequest

for the next session, com-

wishing

of 40

THAN

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

of Joseph Arnold, late of Johnston, R. I.; to take
such action thereon as the Society
may think best,
and to transact any other appropriate business.
J. A. LOWELL, Sec.

Q. M.—Held its January ses-

closed -in-the midst of a good

church

No Safer or Better

OR Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotched disfigure
ations on the Face, use Perry’s Comedone & Pimple

CHEMUNG Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Corning church, Friday, April 22, at 1 oiclack:
LERK,

Q. M.

Co., just

SE “PERRY’S. MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared Qrly, by Dr.B, C. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N.Y. Sold by
Druggists everywhere.

Society, April 28, 1870, at 11 o’clock, A. M., in the Foreign
Mission Office, Morning Star building, Dover, N.

was excellent, timely and spiritual.
Fag
. Joy of
Erskine of Sandwich, and J.
hy J.
Q: Ms’ were with us, briuging enNew Durham
from their fields of labor. The
couraging words
Any

Carpet

For Moth Patches, Freckles

There will be aspecial meeting of the Home Mission

land.

and others are expected to unite soon.
2
A.J. Woop.

roll

MEDICINE,—a

WIN & CO., Boston.

Notices and Appointments.

has smiled graciously

Vil age
sion with the Lake
ings were fully attended

Union

new create the blood, restore the aphetite

OWEGO Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church recently organized at Herrickville, Bradford
Co., Pa., June 3-3. A statistical report from all
churches is requested.
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk,

BELKNAP, N. H.,

HERB

Impure Blood.

con-

published three weeks successively in the Mornin
tar, printed at Dover, in said county, the last pubis
cation whereofto be at least one week before said
ffx
Court.
Given at Dover, in said coun , this 8th day of April,
AMASA
ROBERTS, Regisiter.
A. D. 1870,
8t15

two days.

teen have already united with the church,

ened,

all persons

tice, by causing this citation and order thereon to

Lord has done a great

He

notify

pear and be heard on said account.
And it is ordered that the said Guardian

powerfully

ing greatly in the work of his grace. Nine-

~foundation in: fact; they are wild delusions, gottenup by parties for sinister pur-

interest

been

per

arising from Disordered

to be holden at Dover, in said
county, on the first
Tuesday of May next, when and where you may ap-

good interest was felt in the meetings of worship, especially in oar communion, Sabbath aft.
New Market, April
session with the Bear Creek
Next
ernoon.
NEw HAMPSHIRE
church, commencing at 1 o’clock, on Saturday
Yearly Meeting will
before the third Sabbath in June.
AsA PIERCE, Clerk.
.
| June 8, at 10 o’clock,

and the young of this community are shar-

nine hundred and ninety-nine cases in a
thousand, these claims have not the slightest

is to draw the accruing

have

The

FREE oF"v. 8. GOVERNMENT TAXES.

“Buy ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD.”—The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT

Guardian.

State of New Eiampshire.
STRAFFORD. 88.~To Frederic L. Hawkins, minor
child of William H. Hawkins, late of Dover, in said
county,deceased, and to all othier persons interested.
OU are hereby notificd that Ellen M. Staples,
Guardian of said Frederick L. will exhibit her account of her said Guardianship at a Court of Probate

in

harmonious.

The intérest on the above-named Bonds, will be paid
LOAN AND
at maturity by the FARMERS’
TRUST CO., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,

modern English Tapestries, at $1.50 per yard; Ingrains, 75 cents to $1.00; 3-Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths, 50
cents; also a complete stock of new, rich and fine
Carpetings, all at prices to suit every customer. Union
Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston.
12t9

cerned to appear at said Court to shew cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should not
granted, by causing said Petition and order thereon to be publithed three weeks successively
in the
Morning Star: printed at Dover, the last publication
whereofto be at least one week before said Couft.
JAS. H. EDGERLY, Judge of Probaie.

upon all classes,—the old, the middle aged

we go, persons are met who fancy themselves heirs to fortunes which some rich

the

The

convicted.

Everywhere

from

Others

very

finest known, at $10

in

Notice.

was

ET CREDE.”

York.

No. 49 Wall Street, New

and strengthen the whole body.

SALEM, IND., Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Ridgeville church, March 19, 20. We enOne new church of 12
joyed a good season.
members was received into the Q. M. - The busi-

ness of the Q. M.

Notices.

next; and that the petitioner

Quarterly Meetings.

Over forty have been converted and re-

claimed.

——HEIRS THAT WOULD BE. A delusion
seems to possess thousands in respect to

it

who took charge of

TANNER & CO., Fiscal Agents,

dard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, D apepsia,
Indi
on, Costiveness, Headache, and all
diseases

want of a pastor, as an able minister and a faithful, earnest worker for Christ,
D. MORRILL, Clerk pro tem.
Centre Sandwich, N. H., Apr. 3.

DRYDEN Hitr, N. Y. The Lord has favored the Dryden Hill church with his presence, and revived his work.

to this great work, have never asked nor received a dime for their services, and no one
has ever whispered of stealings, fraud or
peculation, as in too many other cases.

him to any church

commend

“«VipE

York

No. 54 Pine Street, New

established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices, an invoiceof Japan Mattings, the

AND

1. That Rev. G. W. Bean, by the faithful per-

we

statute

& CO0.; Commercial Agents,
W. P. CONVERSE

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, STRAFFORD ' 88.—
Probate Court at Farmington, April 5, 1870. Upon the
foregoing Petition, it is ORDERED, that a hearing be
had thereon, at a Court of Probate, to be ho'den at
Dover in said County, on the first Tuesday of May

formance of duty for five years among us as a
Christian minister, has merited the esteem and
gained the confidence of this church and people.
2. That we deeply regret the necessity: which
rompts him to leave us, and that we send with
Rim our earnest prayers for his success as a laborer in the Master’s Vineyard,

the singing; who so quietly saw that I was
remunerated, and then brought me several miles toward my home. Such kindness
may well be imitated.
What a work in
this land for evangelists !
J. MARINER.

given a large amount of time and , attention

JONATHAN F. CHESLEY,

H., the following resolutions were adopted :

8. That

the

April 5, 1870.

Rev. (&. W. Bean having resigned his position
as pastor of the 2d F. B. church in Sandwich, N.

yet well to do in means and capable of exerting a great influence for good. They were
gathered under the faithful labors of Rev.
E. Harding, but are now without a pastor,
How
this
short visit endeared saints
and sinners to my heart; how hard to part
when many said, “Pray for me.” May God
convert him who met me on my way and

hills, and

such case made and provided.

G. M. PARK, Chm of Council.

numbers,

to

These bonds, being so well setion relating thereto.
cured and yielding alarge income,are desirable toparties seeking safe and lucrative favestments.

st fordd OWMAL'S
PERSIAN
A SK your drug,
ou will So the best known romeWe 2S H, an
OTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKdy for REMOVING
LES.
Mannfactured only
b B. F. Rackley, Drugper bottle.
6mb
gist, Dover, N. H.
Price
$1.

of his said Wards and will be conducive to their interest to have the premises sold: wherefore he prays
twat he may be
d and
authorized to sell the

and Charge to the church by J. C. Osgood.

tain. These were added to the second F, W.

Special

said County of Strafford,it being
all the homes!
Premises of said Mark H. $d heing all the Ju Westend
g about two hundred acres, bounded Easterly by
the road leading
from New Durham Depot to the
remises ofthelate J. Boody. Seutherly by said Boody
armand others. Westerly
by land of John Q. Bennett
and others and Northerly by land of John H. Stevens
and others, and that it i8 necessary for the sapport

of Fellowship.

Smith; Hand

Charge by A. D.

of Strafford

New Hampihire, y

same at public auction, according

Can be obtained from the
terest, IN CURRENCY.
pamphlets, maps, and _isformaundersigned. Also,

Olivia Mitchell of Law-

Ohio, March 20, by Rev. H. J.
Lash and Miss Nannie Coye.

In Wheelersbu
Carr, Mr. John B.

ment of the Judge of Probate for the said County of
Strafford ; that his said Wards are seized of certain
arcels of land situate in the town of New Durham,

and

Prayer

Ordaining

Park;

M.

G.

to which

Alton in the County of Belknap that he is Guar.
dian of Emma A. Stevens, John D. Stevens, Reuben
H., Stevens and Seth B. Stevens, Minor Children of
the late Mark H. Stevens, dece.
, by the appoint-

Village church, at the request. of the Lower Gilmanton church with which he is laboring. Serby

for the County

in the State of*

School, after careful examination, was set apart
to the work of the gospel ministry, at Lower Gilmanton, N. H., by a council called by the. Gilford

had the

B. church, a church not large in

To the Jiidge of Probate

Ordination,
of the Gilford Village
G.Munsey,
John
Bro.
church, late of the New Hampton Theological

mon

the subject

REZECIRULLY SHEWS Jonathan F. Chesley of

D. 8. SMITH.

some

they state their opinions on

Total length of road 27% miles distance ineluded in

miles : price, 97 4 and acerued inage
this Mortg1:1

.
rencey Muss,
Asoage Feb. 11, by
In 8. Wheelock, Vt., at the
L.
Algie
Miss
and
Parks
Wm.
Mr.
Rev. B- 8. Moody,
Williams, both of Lyndon. March 10, Mr. Samuel H.
Weeks and Miss Samantha M. Darling. Also, Mr.
Geo W. Weeks and Miss Hannah C. Jones, all of 8.

physi:

we allude.

we reluctantly yield to his wish, assuring him of
our affection and confidence, and commend him
to all of God’s people.

and wife, also the wife of another sea cap-

than - physicians prescribe or apothecaries
can compound.
And it is a notable fact
that the ommissioners who have for years

draw

attention,

cooks,

Rev. I. D. Stewart,
Mis M, Isabella Higbee

is Littlefleld of W. and Miss

many of the

hotel’ keepers, artistic

over their own signatures, inthe pamphlet

elsewhere,

him

that, in his opinion, duty called

pleasure of baptizing five believers in
Jesus,—a sea captain and wife, a merchant

es which come from the two broad rivers
hard by. It is the sanitary paradise of
New York, where children and invalids

he can

their

gathered at the sea-shore, and we

lakes, and lawns, and quaff the fresh breez-

tice,

gave

arrived, and

friends in Alva, Me., and

from

eminent

1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest
sensors /-44000,000
BUMBLE Ab. vr ss irrsessssssrnss
+ Jy 000,000
vvrerinsve
ose
cies
First Mortgage Bonds.
TOL. oserarransssivrsteevansraen $15,600,000

of

In Alva, Me., March:27, by
Rey. H, Preble, Mr.
Stephen E. Crane of Hodgton and Miss Junie E.
Crane
of A,
In Wells, March 25. by Rev. 8. C. Kimball,
Mr. Lew-

cians, chemists, merchants, &e¢., of New York, have

and sinner, to the high and low, thus endearing
While we deeply regret
himself as a friend.

requested prayers,
and we believe the
good seed was not;sown insvain. On Sabbath
morning, Mareh
27th, a large number

——CENTRAL PARK. Thisis the glory of
New York and the pride of the nation.
Millions have been spent in constructing
and beautifying it, and it has become more
attractive than any other artificial resort on

ppp————

out and

most

his words of wisdom and counsel have eminently
honored his calling. He was ever ready to point
the afflicted and sorrowing to the land of rest,
extenfling a cordial greeting alike to the saint

this thriving town situated on French-

came

to those ladies who are struggling against
prejudice and ignorance to win reputation,
place and usefulness in this profession.
Why don't they do it? Why should they
wish to monopolize all the advantages of
the profession ?

time or money

just returned

eight days, and preached twelve times; ‘we
also had several social meetings. The people

them, and would prove to be very helpful

brothers

I have

This at least is the conclusion at which

Rev. 8. W. Perkins and wife thank their
friends in Eaton and Newport for donations, during the past year, to the amount of $121,94.
Rev. C. Cook closed his pastorate at Dickinson,
N. Y., March 27. His industry and perseverance,

Many of the men follow the sea and are
engaged in fishing, but the most o such
spend their winters at home, which renders
that season: the best time for extra religjons effort.
The prevailing denominations are Baptists and F. W. Baptists.
Both have church organizations and are
well convened in new and well constructed
houses of worship.
I was with thenr

attended the examination of students at
the women's college of New York, the last
week in March. The committee of able

belong
to the heirs of three

Sf, JOSEPH AY) RAVER CITY
RATEROAD COMPANY,

Rev. N.L. Rowell, Mr.

Bawyer of Me and Luis Addie M. Drew

0.
In New Hampton, April 7, by
John k Sanborn, A. B., and

and very pleasant addition to the national caste.—

acknowl-

gratefully

wife

and

In Manchester, April 6, b

os.

nomic, wholesome, digestible, eminently nutritious,

vicinity, amounting to $44.67.

man’s Bay, thirty-five miles east of Bangor.

thorough medical education, ought to have

aunt has left them.
usually ‘in chancery,

edge a donation

Revivals, &c.

WOMEN As PavsIicIANS. Those who
doubt. the capacity of women to acquire a

grand-unele,

Rev. H. Preble

Directto Rev. G. H. BarLL No( 80. Vesey
St., New York.

—

heiring wealth in England.

Any

:

such extravagant moral antics 8s writing
paragraphs like these.

find welcome and healing dranghts,

»

Smart

the Govern-

timony in its favor which can hardly fail to convince
the most skeptical of its paramount claims as an eco*

pation of $88 from friends of the Dryden
church and vicinity, Jan. 25.

tion, will be cheerfully answered at any

is seen deliberately committing himself to

and

Fo

able 15th February
and August, in @OKD free of
United States taxes, in New York d¥ Europe. The
bonds have thirty years to yun, payable in New York

before us a cirenlar published by the Sea Moss Farine Co., which we advise every one who takes an interest in the food question to read, It describes, eon,
cisely, the origin and uses of the edible Sea Moss Farine, and presents an array of scientific and other tes

and wife acknowledge age

Rev. A.J. Wood

letters of inquiry, any request for informa-

him ip still more ludicrous attitudes when he
loses his balance and yields to the force of
- gravity. Mr. Jones hurriedly picking himself up from the moist side-walk, would be
less liable to severe criticism than when he

its groves,

eo

the following trouble in
8 ~Loss of appetite,
roughness of the hair, stop) Age of bowels or water,
ds,swelling
of the glands.
thick ‘water, coughs and co!
worms, horse ail, thick wind, and heaves.

of March 16, by their friends in Manchester.

Will ‘brethren think of

undertakes to do.

ride than a velocipede ; it carries the rider

Thousands upon thousands

$1,500,000

1%

go

Me

| Ost Tomeof

7,70

MH Buff

tive virtues of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from the | D'W Moulton, Contjedo
cooks BQ

Yea more; the ‘giving of the ballot to now to the mission cause, and thus put a
Rev. L. L. Cross and wife extend many thanks
women by constitutional amendment, in Jarge fund into our treasury to do good ? to the church at Boyd’s Grove and friends at Mithis country,is an essential step, and the We ought to collect fifty thousand dollars lo, for a donation of $95, Jan,20. © ~~
greatest single human effort which can be in this way very soon. The Society has
Rev. C. Hurlin and wife acknowledge a donaonde, to bring down the New Jerusalem
of $181 from their friends in Madison and
tion
ample authority to receive and manage it,
on
vicinity, besides other service which has added
A hobby is a more dangerous thing to and is perfectly responsible for all: that it to the comfort of their home.

ramble among

yy

ae 2

of the

the confinent.

D
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In Gillord Village, by Rev. GM. Park, Mr. Bara 8. in GOLD. Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Come
0!
¥'.
Clara
88
lage.
10, Mr. J. A. Seavey 0 hed aad Mian pany of New York, The mortgage whieh secures
: mental Dispensary, says that no medicine chest is El a F. Oct.
;
enasions.
will,in the end, give nothing; or if they |
Randlout
of
Belmont,
eb.
13,
Mr,
George
WW. these bonds is at the rate of 813,600 pex mile; covers
now complete without Johnson's 4
Liniment | Dearborn of
Miss Jennie
Clifford Aseuploted read for every
and is a first
bond issued,
Village an d
:
attempt to give, by a will, their heirs may
Rev. C. B. Griffin and wife acknowledge a Ww
Miss
and
Colby
B.
Daniel
St.
LARis’ nothingit | Dear Oe.50, Me:
de
A
s line, ‘connecting
bade bead
mortgage.
ONLY
and
Carrie G. Dame, both
i
donation of $115 from friendsin East Andover.
in some way defeat their purpose.
in the whole
materia medica of 80 much
Joseph with Fort Keardey, will make ‘a short dhd
gio
b; a oL! Jan. 4, Mr. Hazen P.
acgratefully
Rowell
L.
N.
to the Soldier aad sailor a8 Johnson's er tance | Weeksof Gil
Rev. and Mrs;
through route to California,
F. Robberts of B."
Miss
Will the example of the good brother
{
a donation of $102 in cash, besides
In Madison Feb. 5, by Rev. C. Hurlin, Mr, Frank | The Company ha have a éapital stock of...$10,000,000
referred to above be followed? Will not knowledge
Effingof
both
Flanders,
A.
Miss
evening
and
the
Economical Housekeeping. ‘We have now ‘Meloon
other valuable presents bestowed on
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of

So giving to women the ballot, by con-

stitutional amendment in this country, will
complete the formal organization of the
kingdom of heaven.
t day on which it is officially announced that the ballothas been given to
in this coun

He thinks

gospel laborers, and that the Home Mission may
h
t great profit.
;
oy
;
|’ .. Rev.J.F. Locke, formerly of Wolfboro,N. H..
after supplying the church in 8. Berwick,

common, ‘éver ‘the wills of

Christian men for benevolent ptirposes;

ential of all the papers devoted to this ob_ject; and yet a contributor, ‘with the prefixof Rev.” to his name, delivers himself

women
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continued she,

Three

Little

They sat.alone by the bright wood fire,
The gray-haired dame and the aged sire,
Dreaming of days gone by;
The tear drops fell on each wrinkled cheek,

them all,

except

the family of a good

Old fashioned enough as there they stood,
Their seats of flag and their framesof wood,
‘With their backs so straight and tall.

‘ark, and when it was done, he and his wifo,

We'll put them forever out of sight,

In the small, dark room up-stairs.”
But she answered, “Father, no, not yet,
For I look at them and I forget
0
That the children went away ;
The boys come back, and our Mary, too

ark with its precious burden.”

With her apron on of checkered blue,
And sit here every day.

else

¢“ Of course

‘We'll ask to meet the children above,
In our Saviouf”s home of rest and love,

no child goeth away.”
Evangelist.

PIMBER

Rickety, old and crazy,
Shingleless, lacking some doors;
Bad in the upper story,
Wanting boards in the floors;
Beams strung thick with cobwebs,

:

Oh, how I loved the shadows
That clung to the -silent roof!
‘When placed in memory’s web of life,
They gleam out a golden woof.
Splendor, wealth, may not charm us,
Associatioft is all—
‘We love the home of our childhood
Better than marble-floored hall.

out of the ark, and very happy

And I’d vhther scent the clover,
Piled in the baPn’s roomy mows,

Family
mily @ircle
@ircle,
Dove.

‘they must

rainbow;

and I am

and

Buttercup.

‘‘ How fine I am !” said the dahlia; “I
am really so finé that I am astonished at
myself.”
“Cousin!” ,

But “ cousin’ was said in such a
tone that the dablia did not hear it.

wee

‘‘ Yes, every one admires me,” said she;
¢¢ I have suitors without number, but I shall

CLARK,

———

time I see a

Dahlia

Than sit in the breath of the highlands
Poured from Appenine brows!

:

;

sure I shall love my sweet dove all the better to know that it is a Bible bird.”

Stood in the mosquesof the east,

LATHAM

‘Does n't it

leaf from an olive tree in its slender beak.
“Noah and his family must have been

‘‘the next

southern country,

Galloped in the western prairies,
Gathered in contentment at last ;

MARY

Blossom,

have feltto set foot upon the solid earth
once more, after having been shut up in the
ark so Jong !
‘““How joyously the animals must have
frisked about in the sunshine, and how
merrily the birds must have sung!”
“It makes me happy just to think of it,”
said little Blossom.
“God seta beautiful bow in the clouds,”
said the grandmother in conclusion, ‘‘and
said that it should be a sign that he never
would send another flood upon the earth.”
. “I shall think of that,” said the child,

Winds of a stormy day—
Scattering the fragrant hay-seed,
Whisking the straws away;
Streaming in at the crannies,
Spreading the clover smell,
Changing the dark old granary
Into a flowery dell.

BY

little

“God told them at last that they might go

How the fierce winds turned around it—

‘Little Blossom’s

said

pleasant sunshine and free air aga.

Hanging in helpless innocence
Over the mows of hay.

(} ge

drowned,”

very glad to see that green leaf, because
now they knew that the water was so far
gone that they could soon go out into the

|,

Ridgepole yellow and gray,

T’ve roamed o’er the

not accept any of them.

3

Little Blossom received one day a bean-

If I marry at all,

it must be in a noble family.

I think the

king of the Butterflies would propose. if he
dared.
Butno! I don’t think thatI would
have even him.” She tossed her head so

-tifal-present from her cousin Willie. He
sent it in a little basket by their dear grandmother, who had been there to make a short
high that had it not been very fast to her
visit. It was something white and alive.
Oh, a kitty!” you say. “Of course it] “neck it would certainly have come off.
“Cousin!” This time the dahlia heard.
was a kitty!” No, it was not a kitty, for
Willie would not have sent a kitly so far, She looked down.’
¢¢ Cousin, indeed, Mr. Buttercup!” said
when he knew that his little cousin had
she, in a scornful voice; “I would like to
three or four already.
“A rabbit, then; a darling little rabbit, know how you came here? This garden
with long ears and pink eyes!” No, it was is sacred. None but court ladies and gennot arabbit, but a dove, white as snow, ex- tlemen are admitted.
We
on’t brook incepting around its neck, where the feathers trusion. Cousin! Do you dare claim rewere tinged with blue. It wasa charming lationship with me? I am one of the royal
and unexpected present, and little Blossom beauties, I would have you to know.”
was delighted with it.
*‘ We have both sprung from the same
The littledove was so tame that it would
earth,” said the buttercup. ‘You are
eat from her hand, or even takea bit of su- indeed much grander than I, but yet we
gar or cracker from between her lips.
have common ancestors.”
Willie
sent word to her that its name was
The dahlia felt very much annoyed.
That word ‘‘ common” always grated on
Blanche.
=
“I will ask papa to build me alittle house her ear.
* You don’t know what you are talking
for my pretty dove,” ‘said: little Blossom,
as, the evening after her grandmother's re- about,” said she. “Your ancestors may
I don’t pretend to
turn,
she sat in her old place in her lap, have been common.
while the dove, on the table beside her, know anything about your family. Have
was cuddled up to sleep in its little bas- you a family record? I knew very well
ket
you had not—but my great great grand“That wil be fine, said grandma, strok- father's name is written in. a book. Some
ing the white feathers of the dove, and then of my cousins are princes. Common !
the soft hair of her pet.’
Really I feel as if I should faint.”
#40 grandma|” exclaimed the little girl, . “I meant no offense,” said the buttercup,
giving the dear old lady a “tight hug” ss humbly.
she spoke, Ahow 1 have missed
you all these

- long days,—yon
stories!”

and your.sweet

Bible

‘‘Have you, dear?” said the grandmother,

*“Then I must tell you one to-night, to help
‘make up for the days you have been with-

¥|

i

y

!

i

‘

:

J

©

wrinkles.

older.

There

Your

face is all

is a dew-drop at your

Look and satisfy yourself.”

feet.

“Iam small,” said

the

buttercup.

«1

clearer

looking-glass

than

you.

Every

but you

don’t look well when you are in a passion.

I'would ask you to marry me,

only I am

afraid you are so tall that I never could
reach up to kiss you.”
“ Kiss me!” cried the dahlia; ““ you will
kiss the dust out of which you sprang
first.” She forgot that she too sprang out
of the dust. * I am engaged to the sun,”

“It was a very dreadful punishment, to
be sure,” said the grandmother, ‘‘but it was
right, for God did it.
‘“‘When several months had passed away,
God caused a wind to pass over the earth said she, loftily.
Now that was not true.
But the sun
which dried up the water so much that, by
heard her, and asked, ** Will you be my
and by, the ark rested upon the top of a
bride ?”
high mountain.
Yes, if you will love me always,” said
‘“After awhile Noah opened the window
in the top of the ark, and let out a raven the dahlia. ¢¢ Swear it.”
“Ican't swear,” said the sun; ‘itis
which did not come back.
g
But I will love you
‘Next, he sent out a dove, perhaps a against my principles.
little, white dove like yours, but it found no as long as you are beautiful.”
The sun is terribly fickle—worse than
place to rest its ‘pretty, rose-colored feet’
Blue-bear
d. He marries a new wife every
upon, so it went back to its home in the ark,
day and kills her directly. Oh !he is cruel.
and Noah took it in at the window.
“When seven days more had passed Yet the dahlia flattered herself that he would
J
:
away, he sent his little dove out again, and be true to her.
¢ 1 must kiss you,” said the sun; but his
in the evening it came back with a green

So let them stand there, though empty now,
And every time when alone we bow
.
At the Father’s throne to pray,

y

were

everybody, and everything

seem almost too bad, grandmother?”

Johnny comes back from the billowy deep,
Willie wakes from his battle-field sleep,
Tosay a good-night to me:
Mary’s a wife and a mother no more,
But a tired child whose play-time is o’er,
And comes to rest on my knee.

—

at least you look

“Truly, I admire you very much,

with a sorry look in her eyes.

Johnny still whittles a ship’s tall masts,
And Willie his leaden bullets casts,
‘While Mary her patchwork sews;
At evening time three childish prayers
Go up to God from those little chairs,
So softly that no one knows.

Barn.

*“ You are very insolent,” said the dahlia.
“You are certainly much older than I, or

day the young girl from the palace comes
and his three sons with their wives, and
and bends over me, and I see myself in her
all the animals that God wished them to
bright eyes.”
save, went into it, and God shut the door.
“IT hope she will bend over me,” said
“Then it began to rain.
Oh, how itbuttercup.
the
rained, for forty days and forty nights! The
“You
need not flatter yourself. She
water kept rising higher and higher until
the trees, hills and mountains were all cov- will not stoop so low.”
“Don’t be angry,” said the buttercup.
ered, and far above them all floated the

Then the sire shook his silvery head,
And with trembling voice he gently said,—
¢ Mother, those empty chairs!
They bring us such sad, sad thoughts to-night,

Old

“I wouldn't like to contradict you,” said
the buttercup, * as you are my elder.”

don’t occupy much space in this world, but
an ark, so thathe and his family, and some
I won't own to the wrinkles. You can't
of all kinds of birds and beasts, could be.
see your own defects.”
saved from the great flood that he was going
* I could very well see them if I had any,”
to bring upon the earth.
said the dahlia, in a rage. “I have a
«Noah went to work at once to build the

For their sad and tearful eyes descried
Three little chairs, placed side by side,
Against the sitting-room wall; -

The

man

named Noah. God wished to save them,
so he told him to build a large boat, called

They both had thoughts they could not speak,
As each heart uttered a sigh. . :

«Where

you will set yourself up for a poet.

‘‘and his dove.’

«“And Noah’s ark ?” asked the little
girl, thinking of one of her favorite toys.
«Yes, and Noah's ark. This is the story:
Many years ago, the people had grown
so wicked that God determined to destroy

Chairs.

sr

.

STAR:

Yes, it is PRY wonderful book, "sald
| Poets are always poor, and so
the grandmother; ‘full of everything good to be, pretendi
ng to be something . great
and beautiful and comforting.”
when they spring from nothing. I dare say
«I am going to tell you now about Noah,” now

Bottry.
The

MORNING

«Of

course

you

dida’t,”

returned

the

dahlia. ¢“Such low beings as you haven't
intellect enough to know when they offend,
You are plebeian.

It would be impossible

breath was like fire, and the dahlia felt that

she was burning up.
‘‘don’t

she,

‘ Mercy I" cried

come

so

near me. Your kisses are not agreeable at
all. I'd rather have married this little battercup.”
‘1 can’t help that,” said the sun; ¢ you
So
have chosen me for better or worse.”

he kissed her again, and all her leaves fell.
‘‘and

‘“ Now, you are dead,” said the sun,

Iwill seek a new bride. After all, she
wag old and homely.” - He laughed, and set
out again on his travels.
Bat the buttercup bent low over the -fall-

you.”
there
Now

Our writing-master
ter “hel

Literary Review.
Re

to say to the],
yy
us.
New

by a rapid utterance.

"The great Chinese sage Is gradually piss

The

old lady

who

said that whenever she came to a hard
word in the Bible, she
lem, and let it went,”
scendants, but I hope
or.if you are, that you
example of your pious

cellent

foremother.

sportof anybody,

but you

Qetave, pp. 163, on

Menc!
1870,—

tell how

it out, to have said—*1 am not sure about
this word”—or, * Will ‘some one be kind
enough to help me with this word after I

Ihave known a learn-

Co. 5

1t wonld require ‘much space to state-the views

view of separating the correct from the incorrect
theology, and running the line between theslogic
which is real and that which is only seeming.
He makes a strong argument and a fervid plea

teachings. Men, calling themselves scholars and
have insisted that he was a by-gone
laugh| ‘philosophers,
‘prophet long before the date which the popular

Anna Graham miscalled certain words in
reading a piece in the newspaper the other
day. She needn't have been in the least
ashamed to have paused and examined the
difficult word, and, if still unable
to make

for the spiritual and supernatural, as essential to
a vital faith in the Scriptures, to the healthof

-chronology assigns to the creation of Adam, and

the human

that his teachings, in wealth of intellect and
moral authority, are superior to those found in the
Christian Scriptures.
‘But, like many other sim.
ilar extravagances, these views have been found
utterly untenable when tested by fuller inquiry.
The birth of Confucius, as is mow

thing that can neutralize the materialistic ten.

dencies of physical science, and render Christian
faith supreme in experience and. society. He
holds that miracles may be still wrought; that
special revelations maybe looked for now
as in

geperally con-

ceded,
must be fixed at about 550 B. C., and his
teachings, though not without interest, significance, freshness and

soul, to the proper interpretation of

history and surrounding life, and as the only

the days of the prophets and apostles; and while
‘he puts emphasis upon the fact that very few of
the purported revelations of individual spirits
through magnetized mediums can be properly
trusted, yet he insists that the spiritualistic phenomena do indicate our close connection with
another and far less material realm of life. But

indications of clear insight

and great mental vigor, have nothing that justied Doctor of Divinity do as much as that ; fies the opinion that they are the products of any
and all who heard thought the better of marked spiritual illumination. His mind seems
to have been of the same general quality as Bahim, as a man and a scholar, for it. The
con’s.
His teachings relate principally to the
greatest heads cannot contaic everything ; ethics of political and social life. He embodies a we can only hint at the author’s views, and commend his book to the attention
of those who are
and to pretend to know what one does not, system of practical education, the seven steps of interestedin such inquiries, assuring them that
is nothing less than an attempt to deceive which are,—the investigation of things, the com- they will come in contact withh a man
whose
©
pletion
of knowledge, the sincerity of the
mind is acate, and whose utterance is always
—and a poor attempt it is.
If you would be a good reader, you must thoughts, the rectifying of the heart, the cultiva- thoughtful, generally finished and forcible, and
tion of the person, the regulation of the family, _soemtimes positively vigorous and eloquent,
practice reading aloud a good deal. Don’t

get impatient if some one is kind enough
to correct your mistakes. Grown up

people, sensible people, are not always
aware-of their faults, by any means.
I

was told the other day of a public man who
talks with a shocking drawl, and he made
this remark about himself—*“1 u-sed to
dra-wl my wo-rds, but I br-oke myse-If of
it.”
" "In reading, let your tone be natural and.
easy—as if the thoughts were your own
and you were just talking them out of your
heart,

instead

book.

Not that I should

of

reading

all the

thoughts

ir your

them

from

a

wish you to have

heart

that are

found in books,—but you understand. Putty (diminutive of Putnam) had been heard
reading in the next room, and coming out
was asked by Uncle Hardrap what it was
he was reading.
‘A versification of the
Lord’s Prayer,” says Putty. ¢ Indeed,”
rejoins his approving relative, ‘I could
not hear the words,

but

from

your voice

and style I judged it to be Yankee Doodle.”
What I mean, then, is

that

you

should

read sacred things sacredly—without overdoing, for you are not in training for an
actor—pathetic things tenderly,
merry

thing!”

Poor

said

he,

things

merrily—and

so

on.

Now

as it

and the government
of the state. His commendation of this system bf culture, when he speaks
of the results of it as having been wrought out
in his own case, is very decided and striking.
He says: ‘ At fifteen, I had my mind bent on
learning. At thirty, I stood firm. AL forty, I

ANNUAL OF SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY: or, Year
Book of facts in Science and Art, for 1870.
Ed-

ited by John Teawbridge, 3.3. By aided by Sam-

uel Kneeland, M. D
ton: Gould & Lincoln.

The merit of this annual

had no doubts. At fifty, I knew the decrees of
heaven. At sixty, my ear was an obedient organ for the reception of truth. At seventy, I
could follow what my heart desired
transgressing what was right.”

Nichols. Bos1870. Lh
PD. 354.

since

put beyond

publication was long

question.

epitome of what

It

is an

admirable

is most significant in the vari-

ous departments of science and ‘art, as the past

without

year has witnessed the development of new
Mencius was born some two hundred years, | principles and facts. In the classification and
later, aud his writings, though original and high- arrangement of the materials, on which the vally esteemed, have never won so large a degree of ue of such a work so largely depends, the presattention, either at home or abroad, as those of ent volume is superior to many of its predeceshis more illustrious

predecessor.

sors, and is excelled by few if any of them.
It
is like a cabinet, with the specimens thoroughly

‘ But they rich-

ly merit the attention of scholars, and abound in
striking and suggestive aphorisms.
Messrs. Hurd & Houghton are doing an admi-

classified and distinctly labeled.
A fine and
speaking portrait of Prof. Benjamin Peirce fronts

rable thing in bringing out, in a forin so accessible and excellent, the works that have so long
stood at the head of Chinese literature, and

RELIGIO MEDICL.

which

have

the title-page.

to a Friend,

been sealed treasures except to.a

and approval of all who

Hydriotophia, and the Letter

By

Sir Thomas Browne,

Knt.

With an Introduction and Notes
By J. W. Wil-

very few scholars. The edition will be complet-ed in five or six volumes, of which this is an attractive specimen.
The letter-press, the binding, and especially the very ample indexes, are
features that must commend the republication to

the sympathy

:

lis Bang: M. A., LL. B.

New York: Seribner,

Welford & Co,

16mo.

= 1869.

by D. Lothrop& Co.
THE ESSAYS OF ABRAHAM
Life by the Editor.

pp.

196.

COWLEY.

Sold

With

Notes and Illustrations by

Dr.
Hurd and others. Same Publishers, etc.
16mo. pp. 199,
=
These two beautiful volumes, whose rich,
cream-laid paper, clear type, flexible eovers and
delicate gilt exhibit the best resulta of English
book-making, are additions to the ‘‘Bayard Series” of volumes, which these enterprising im-

take an

interest in the early classic literature of the East.

The volumes will almost surely find their way
to the shelves of all our public libraries, and
many private scholars will hail sheir appearance
with enthusiasm,

‘I

pressure, would save us. Without that we
must goby the board,—the result was inevitable.

Two whole days I strove, and begged,
and then returned to the counting-house
in despair.

I sat at my

desk,

expecting

every moment to hear our junior sounding
the terrible words, ‘ Our paper is protested! when a gentleman entered my department unannounced.
I could not locate
him nor call him to my mind any way.
Winslow,’ he said, taking a seat at

the end of my desk, ‘I hear you are in
need of money.’
‘The very face of the man inspired me
with confidence, and
I told him how I was
situated.

‘Make your individual note for one year,
without interest, for twenty thousand dollars, and
I will give yous check, payable
in gold, for that amount.’
| While Isat gazing upon him in speechless astonishment, he continued :
‘You don’t remember me; but I remem-

ber you.

I remember

when you were a

member of tne Superintending School Committee
of Bradford. Iwas
a boy in the

village school.

My father was dead; my

mother was poor;

and I was but a shabbi-

ly-dressed child, though clean.
class

satire.

came

out

When our

on examination-day,

asked the questions.

I fancied that

you

youn

would praise and pet the childen of rich
and fortunate parents, and pass me by.
‘But it was not as I thought. In
end you passed by all the others,
came
to me. You laid your hand on
head, and told me I did very well;

the
and
my
and

The

True

School or home library.
“Strawberry Hill” will seed no commendation

Test.

the

guild, and which

victimizes

to bed in her cosy

little

room. I bent ever to kiss her.
¢ Jennie,” said I, “do you love Jesus?”
“Oh, :yes,” she answered,

* « Are'you sure?

How do you know ?”

“Why, of course I kdow,” said she,
“Don't I feel it all over inside?”
‘That's good,” thought I. * I wish every
one had ‘that same consciousness of love;

there wouldn't be so many fearful, trembling Christians.”
“Do you think Jesus knows that you
love him; Jennie?”

.

‘‘ Why, of course,” she

“Don’t He

know

answered again.

everything?

Don't He

look right down into my heart, and see it
there P”
g
“Well, Jennie,” I continued, ‘‘ how
shall I know it? I oan’ look into your
heart.” ”

take away more sympathy than it will yield her,
and raise very serious doubts whether an author
that

possession,’ he said

unfortunately fought

and still | elevated in tome, pleasant in style and attractive
in ¢costume.
5
+

‘We have several times referred

to these

them over as they aré bound up together in their

ments,”
I kissed my little friend, and helped

mend in strong terms, and very little over which

her

again under the warm bed-clothes, saying
as I did so+‘ That is the very best answer
‘any one could have

given, Ne Christian In~

dew.

complete
to indulge

markable

form, we

see

much

hostile criticism.

streaming eyes,

world.
SMITH’S

for freshness or breadth

are

not

of thought,

ness and affluence, Spurgeon’s evangelical fervor,
But they deal with vital and practical

gin and consciousness of my

been faithful to its'high trusts; they give a cor
dial recognition to every other agency that works
in the direction of human welfare and both offer
inability to and invite cooperation ; and they bear witness to
strong faith of their author in the possibilities
a superhu- ‘the
of human nature and in the power of the gospel

‘of my little orphaned granddaughter! ‘save myself, that I feel I need
"when
I am old enough, and how
it will al- family is noble, and we have no need of Oh, hearts like that man’s are what bring man Saviour, one so great and glove that to make this possible agtual. Music Hall has
ways make
me think of you!” |
being philosophers ani poets to shine earth and heaven nearer together I'”
I cannot comprehend him.”
been crowded with an eager audience to hear the
ny

Birr,

Part

Ureatises, others epitomize the labors and opinjons of many different explorers and scholars,

and Storrs’s rhetorical finish and intellectual mo-

and women us it is to-day they throb in every

THE

This great work ap-

ness it has probably no rival in any land or language.
Many of its simple articles are complete

and the discourses lack Beecher’ picturesque-

A GREAT SAviour NErDpED.—It is said themes ; they have a downright, hearty, manly
that onee in a company of literary gentle~ Ledrnestness; they indicate a close acquaintance
men, Mr. Webster was asked if he could and a profound sympathy with the world of men

OF

proaches completion, and the same thoroughness,
painstaking, conscientiousness and sound critical
judgment that have marked the work of the
American editors from the very first, are still
conspicuous, . In accuracy and exhaustive full-

re-

and there is nothing very marked or attractive
in the style. The topics chosen are familiar ones,

mentum.

DICTIONARY

XXIV., has been received.

in them to comThey

No one can read it

orb which is the soucre of light and life to the

bath evening discourses of Mr. Murray, as they

the

I putup the gas and read

trated Library of Wonders.”

without enthusiastic admiration of that glorious

Sab-

words—*¢ If ye love meXeep my command-

J S—

WONDERS OF THE SUN, C. Scribner & Co.,
New York. . This is one of a series of exceedingly interesting volumes, composing the ‘‘ Illus-

Musio-HALL
SERMONS,
By
William H. H.
« Murray, Pastor of Park Street Church, Boston,
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
1870, 16mo,
pp. 276. Sold by D: Lothrop & Co.

bave been succéssively preached; and now and
then reproduced an extract from the reports of
them furnished by the daily journals.
Looking

my face,

cf Christian

work as an author, and trusted unwiselyto the
tractive. ‘The author’s contributions have more
discretion and generosity of her publishers, may or less frequently enriched the columns of the
be true; but even if thie House which is so fierce. |Star; and this,
her fiest book, will prompt its
ly assailed answers only by silence,we have no readers to invite her to come again and often.
idea that the public confidence will be seriously
The smaller volumes are excellent in subject,
shaken
in its integrity by this story of a “ Bat-

time.’

with

clear ‘exhibition of the working

wields so sarcastic
a pen in reporting a con-

more unfortinately Teporied.

one.of these, without speaking, she turned
around and looked
fr
ntly up into

read Andy

here,—a high religious tone, a deep sympathy
with the moral struggles that stir the soul,a

On the wall at the side of her bed hung
a large picture sheet, containing twelve
scenes in the life of Christ, and a number
of short texts, His own dear words, were
printed here and there around the gailycolored border. Patting her tiny finger on

have

test, kept
her spirit unrufiled
and her mouth full truth in bringing
rest to the heart
and giving the
of honey and her demands withimwr the handsof life
& high moral purpose, and a magnetism that,
charity, while the contest went on. She purports now kindling and now pathetic, holds the readto be the publisherof the book,—a very proper
or’s interest from beginning
to end. The charac
relation for her to assume in respect to it; it ters are admirably drawn and developed. The
would have been quite as well if she had given orphan girl devoting herself to the care of her
us actual dates and names, instead of seemingto brothers; Blanchard Cragin, the joyous, earnest
hide them under a vell of the thinnest and most disciple, Who makes his presence like sunshine,
transparent verbal gauze. That the book 1s in and lifts others both by his life and death; the
teresting in a certain way can not be denied; manly Dr. Campbell
and his gem of a wife; .
though the whole story could have been thor. poor-house Dick and Mother Bright—all stand
oughly told in fifty pages instead of being spread out clear snd
ad on. the canvas and will
out over nearly three hundred of them. That make an Impressi
she did not receive a fair compensation for her
“Starlight Stories, will be found varied and at-

tle” which

Jennie sprang instantly to her feet.

of those who

Luttrell,
the volume that took the prize of $500
over fifty competitors. The same general qualities that marked its predecessor are reproduced

I stopped on my way down stairs, last of the story pungently and effectively, but the
evening, to speak with Jennie Barnes, who fact and the style of telling it will be likely to

‘comprehend how Jesus Christ could be both
with’ a Christian man’s desire to see
God and man. ** No sir;” and added, **I paragraph
his race lifted up and ‘saved; they frankly con.
I took the check,’ said Winslow, ‘and should be ashamed to acknowledge him as cede that the Christian church has not always

me in that by-gone

in the judgment

a/layge part of

the literary genius of the age: Shét6lls her side

J

had just gone

.

“been received with marked favor. They will all
aid in making a genuine addition to the Sabbath

She claimsto represe

1 went out upon the street, and

among my friends, but in vain.

« Mr.

opportunity of employing he

the sense of the reading.

What a wonderfu
bookl.the Bibl is!" Sry

Blossom ; “full ‘of stories about talk about something else. “I make no
How prea love to readit
to wisdom,” said she. * Oar

1870,, 12mo. pp. 512. Sold by i + 4 ad

out from the misty region where he has long which Mr. Mountford has set forth in this voldwelt, as half an enigma and half a myth, and as. ‘ume with a rare thoughtfulness, a marked ability
suming definite features, wearing a human asand an unexceptionable temper, and ‘still more
pect, and taking a distinet place in the historical space to subject them to a proper analysis with a

' «Oh, yes,” answered grandma;
the dahlia was more vexed than
is a beautiful story
of a. dove, that will ever. She knew in her heart that she was drew the gold; and our house was saved. my Saviour if I. could comprehend him, If
please
you very much, I know.”
wing old, but she tried to deceive oth, And where, at the end of the year, he add: I could comprehend him he could be no
4 ers, and when asked her age would always ed, ‘do you suppose I found my note? In greater than myself. Such is my sense of
.

MIRACLES, PAST AND PRESENT. By willium
Mountford. ‘Boston:
, Osgood&

Sold op D., Lothrop &

make

would

till your face ached, if I should

shall have spelt it.”

Part II.
York:H ard & Houg hton,

*‘ called it Jerusahas plenty of deyou are not one,— | periodof mortals. A great deal of loose asserwill not follow this tion has been indulged respecting the antiquity
and otherwise ex- of his era and the wonderful wisdom of his

= would not

en

discourses from the preacher’s lips, and the still
larger audience to which he will speak in this
new form can hardly: hil ta derive prof from
his quickening words.
.

slowly; take pains; when

Do not attempt to cover defects’

AN

a

you have learnedto write well, ‘twill be
time enough to begin to write fast.” So in

reading.

AE

1870.

Aboutt Reading.

class—*‘ Write

am

often happens that all these phases are
porters and
publishers are sending
into the
would have died for her if she had not been contained in the same article, you should A BATTLE OF THE BOOKS, recorded by an un- American market. They are worthy additions,
known writer, for the use of authors and pubtaking us back to that wonderfully fruitful peribe able to adapt your style, changing with
80 proud ; but pride must have a fall.”
lishers: To the first for doctrine, to the second
od in the history of English literature,—the sevthe subject. Stand or sit erect, that the
for reproof, to both for correction and instrueenteenth century.
There are both guaintness
tion in righteousness.
Edited and published
organs may have free play; draw your
by Gail Hamilton, Cambridge: Printed at the and vigorin the style, and they combine with
The Green Spot.
breath at the pauses, and so quietly as not
Riverside Press. 1870.
12mo. pp. 238. Sold the nature of the themes chosen to produce a
by D. Lothrop & Co.
to be perceived by your listeners. If, how-| genuine interest such as no cultivated and wholeThe late Noah Winslow was fond of te]}The spiciness, the wit, the literary freshness,
some taste will fail to discover.
ever, you find yourself following one of
ing the following incident of his mercanthose unhappy authors who drag out their the woman’s pluck and the sharp personal thrusts
tile life, and he never closed the narration
and retorts that are peculiar to Gail Hamilton,
senterices to almost endless length —going and which appear on every page of this new volSTRAWBERRY HILL.
By Clara Vance, author
but with swimming eyes:
over a road without any stations, it is ume, are really the chief if not the only things
of *‘ Andy dail, ”
Boston:
D. Lothro
«Dring the financial crisis and crash better to halt anywhere and air up, than ex- that give to this record a dignity beyond that Co.. Dover, N.H.: G. T. Day & Co. 1870.
16mo. pp. 432.
of '57, when heavy men were sinking all haust your engine entirely, Adapt the which attaches to the reports of any other peraround us, and banks were tottering, our quantity of voice to the circumstances,— sonal or professional quarrel. _And even these STARLIGHT STORIES, By E. A. Same Publishers. 1869.
18mo. Pp. 194.
house became alarmed in view of the con- that is, read more or less loud, according qualities can hardly prevent any discreet friend BROTHER AND SisTER. By the author of “Upof the author from regretting that she should
dition of its own affairs.
ward Longing.” Same Publighers. 1870. 18mo.
as your audience is near or farther otf. It
pp. 156.
The partners,—three of us, of whoth X is very ridiculous to sit down in the room thus parade her griefs, her resentments, her acidity, her wounded pride and her mental experi.
WHEN
WE WERE YOUNG.
By theiatthor of “A
was the senior,—met i our private office with a'person and vociferate as if you were ences, along with the details of her protracted
Trap to catch a Sunbeam,”
Same Publishers.
for consultation. Our junior had made a making a stump speech ; on the other hand, contest with a leading publishing House, in or1870,
18mo. pp. 127.
careful inventory of everything,—of his it is very tryingto listeners to be compel- der to get a larger percentage on her books, WHO 18 MY NEIGHBOR? From the London Religious Tract Society. Same Publishers. 1870.
bills receivable and bills payable, and his led to use, not only ears, but eyes, and which she believed was due her. From first to
18mo. pp. 106.
report was, that twenty thousand dollars even body and spirit, and after all, fail to fast she is the partisan and advocate, intent on
These volumes are among the latest issues of
of ready money, to be held through the catch a word every now and then, so losing making out a case, and apparently enjoying the these publishers, whose juvenile books have
dahlia.

en

to teach you good manners. There is a
natural coarseness about you which educa- then you told me I could do better still if,
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On Monday, in the Senate, the Georgia
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Itis said that John Bright's health will soon
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compel him to resign his place in the English
Cabinet.
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CoxrAXY, and the popularity and credit which these
Loans have maintained
in the markets, both in this

On Thursday, in the

Senate, a resolution

passed directing inquiry into the

Fifteenth Amendment
upon the Indians, and Mr.

‘Wilson urged a reduction of taxes. In the House,
the San Domingo question was discussed, and a
deficiency bill passed to meet the dues on foreign
ministers’ salaries.
On Friday, in the Senate, there was a discus.
sion on Indian affairs until the expiration of the
morning hour, when the Senate adjourned out of
respect to Gen. Thomas.
In the House, a bill
was passed providing that, after the present Congress, the House shall be composed of 270 members. The tariff bill was discussed, and several
cotton and woolen articles were taxed additional-

ly.
On Saturday, in the Senate, the matter “of
granting subsidies to proposed Pacific railroads
was under discussion.
In the House, Mr. Butler
failed to get in his résolution for the annexation

of San Doniingo.

The paragraph of the tariff

bill relating te yarns, flannels and blankets was
got through in committee of the whole, after
much debate.
Ed

MISCELLANEOUS.

A. T. Stewart, of New York, has just reduced

all of his rents from

ten to twenty-five

per cent,

It is estimated that the United States coal fields
cover an areaof 304,216 square miles.
‘The Mormons have
Island.

made60 converts

on Long

Governor Hoffman has signed the new charter
and election

bills for the city

of New York, and

refused to reprieve or respite Reynolds.
There is a strike in the Schuylkill

region, and

The London Times

says

that, as the evidence

observatory

hives

lay worker

, then

stands, Americans are not to be blamed for their

again;

deep resentment

Bombay.

perfeet
worker and drone eggs hatched qut
bees, which conclusively proves that the queen

The Dominicans have votedin favor of annexationto the United States 80 to 1. The West
India newspapers favor the scheme, declaring

has the power to fructify the eggs or not, at will,
IT always like to confirm or not, all these theories about bees, by my own experiments.
So,

towards

Captain

that the United States will
and enrich the island.

Eyre

of the

:

It has been calculated that the absolute zero of
cold—that is, cold with no heat at all—is 498 degrees below the melting point of ice. Probably
this is the temperature of the celestial spaces.
It has been .calculated that they are at least as

cold as 239 helow the melting point of ice.
Most people ary their umbrellas handle upward. This concentrates the moisture at the tip,
where it is close, rusts the wire which secures
the stretchers, and rots the cloth. It is better,
after the umbrella is drained, to simply invert
it, and dry in tbat position. This is better than
spreading it to dry.

found

and

hatched

cells. Removed these combsas specimens, also
a few of the small drones that were hatched. I

cured and the case is progressing.

The faculty of the Michigan State Agricultural
College has

decided

to admit

six young

women

to the benefits of that institution.
Among the graduates at the annual commencement of the New York Medical College
for
Women, on Wednesday, was Susan M. Smith, a
colored woman.
She delivered the valedictory
address.
Subscriptions for the benefit'of the family of
the late Mr. Stanton amount to $150,000.
Pennsylvania contributed $55,000; New York, 55,000;
Boston, $25,000, and $15,000 in Washington.
Nothing has been heard of the City of Bbdston,
and probably nothing ever will be heard from
her.
The snow in the Lake Superior region was six
feet deep on a level in the'woods on the 3d inst.,
and three feet deep in She main. streets of the
towns: -

The reporf of the Supernteddent of Freedmen’s Schools shoWs that there has during ‘the
past year been a largé increase in the numberof
schools; teachers “and scholars; an inipreved system of ‘instruction and much more tolerance pr

the schools on the pari of the ‘whites.

The republicans; chiriel Abe ity elections
in Cincinnati and ‘Cleveland, in" Ohio, and
in Denver ‘and other'gities of “Colorado. In
Cincinnati enough new mniembersof the school
board were electedto- make a majority -of that
body in faver of retaining the Bible and religious

instruction.in the schools.

Dr. A. L. Stone carries away from Boston
$17,000 toward the $25,000 which
he needs for
the presént necessity of the Pacific Theelogical
Seminary.

A quarry of marble, said to be equal in every
respect.
to the Carrera marbleof Italy, has been

discovered in Loudon county, Virginia, and a
company has been organized:to work it.
A very deep feeling of alarm pervades North
Hiverliill, N. f.,in consequence
of several sudden deaths that have recently occurredin that
village and vicinity; the maladyis Supposed to
be “ spotted fever.”

shore, bursting up in a perpetual spring of fresh
water in the very midst of the briny saltness of
the sea, In times of low water, during a long,
exhaustive dry season, men have gone underground in one of these subterranean rivers from
lake to lake a distance of eight miles.
The American Methodist notices-the naturalization of the English House Sparrow in Boston,
and that it is beginning to spread in the villages
in the vicinity.
It promises to be an exceedingly valuable "ally in the work of fighting the insects that infest our fruit and shade trees. In
the suburbs of New York it is proving itself of
extreme utility. Two summers ago we remember that the trees in Brooklyn were stripped of
leaves by the worms, and many times have we
,Seen men and women step into the streetsto
avoid them as they hung from the branches over
the sidewalk... We have seen at certain seasons
the air white as with a snow-storm with the flut-

tering about the trumks

of the moths after they

had matured,
The papers discussed methods of
destroying them.
But last summer for the first
time the sparrow appeared in considerable num-

bers, and we had: comparative freedom from the
worms. We prophesy that it will be impossible

The

French

and Austrian governments have

began to rear sponges

artificially.

The attempt

is said to be successful and very profitable.
The late discovery in Australia of the remains
of the New Zealand Moa or Dimornis, and the
discovery in New Zealand of Saurian reptiles,

such as have been found in Queensland, are
proofs that at a previous period the two islands
were connected.

The Student (London) is inclined to believe
there may be something in the popular notion of
the divining-rod. We know a
respectable
| Congregational

clergyman

of

education

.

Daring the soup dispensation in Boston, covering a period of sixty-three

days, 21,490

families,

comprising 103,605 persons, patronized the lber-

al kettlesof the city t the Station Houses.
There are

the United States.

J. Smith was abandoned
by

her crew on the Pacific coast inthe belief that
she could not be got into port, Subsequently
she was found by Indians, safe and sound, near
Bella Bella, almost five hundred miles from the

“300 Jewish congregations in point where she was deserted.
-

utfons to Congress against the Ce

as we are

assured,

without aid of helmsman or

cgtipass, through intricate ehannels sad dangers

Jum’ Ries warns bill.’ The protest

ous tide-rips, to a safe harbor.

length tlie, wesult of the Mormon occu
a
rritory, and gives a full statement of their

gular,

religious’ creed, Justifying polygamy by Divine

authority.’
The’ Démograts of Connecticut elected their
candidate for governor by 800 majority. Both

branches of the legislature are republican.

The republicans of R. I., elected their ticket
by the

It seems quite

incredible that a‘vesseliconld
thus make her way,

_ A mass mepting at Salt Lake City, Thursday,

adopted

The barque Maria

sual large majority, and the Assembly is

however;

Hardly less sin-

is the fact that this is the sec-

ond time the same eraft has been abandoned and
the second time she has saved herself. ' The veritable “Flying Dutchman” is credited with [per
formances scarcely more wonderful,
According to the Seientific American, in the
south of Ftafice" 4x immense bustaess1s devoted

to the cultivation 6f flowers for the purpose of
extracting their perfumes,

The: product of one

year.has been 1,475,000 lbs, of orange blossoms,
said
to be composed 1
of those favorable to 50,000 Tbe. of roses, 100,000 Ibs.
of
the redleétionof Hon. H. B, Anthony for theU. 75,008 Ibs. of violets, 45 Ibs. of acacia, jessamine,
80,000 Ibs.
8S. Senate.
:
Irish emigration to the United

of geranium

States has re-

leaves,

24,000

lbs.

of tuberoses,

5,000 1bs. of daffodils, besides a large quantity of

lavender anid many other flowers, The odors
are extracted by means of futs' which absorh the
essentialoil.

FOREIGN.
"The first ‘number of a new religious journal,
of which ‘Pere . Hyschuthe is the chief editor,

Professor W, C. ‘Williamson, of England, atts
dissents from Dr.’ Carpenter’s notion that the

ful and most

perhaps betokens
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Which is the best Clothes Wringer
(From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)
“After
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House,
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Fee ding Poultry,

YES! IT IS A FACT!

You can breed chickens to just what color
and shape you please. From their particular
mode of reproduction, effects in « color, size
and form can be produced with great rapidity.
As an instance, the writer had
some white (or
rather what is cdlléd white) Brahma Pootras;
of course they had the yellow legs, skins and

CATARRH CAN BE OURED
BY USING DEMERITT'S

North Ameriean Catarrh Remedy !
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Works Easier than
other Wringer.
Sold by Dealers everywhere.
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bearer:
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The coupons may be detached and canceled, theBond made a permanent Registered Bond, transferab’e
only on the books of the Company, and the interest
made payable only to the registéred owner or his at
torney.
The three classed will be known respectively as:

Ist. “Coupon Ronds payable to Bearer.”
24d. “Registered
attached,”
'

Bends

with

Coupons

3d. “Registered Bonds with Coupons detached,”
and should be so designated by Cotrespondents in specifying the class of Bonds desired.

They have thirty yearsto run from January 16
»{ 1870, w'th interestat six per cemt per annum from
November1, 1860, PRINCIPAL
AND INTEREST’ PATA.
ripwre
BLE IN GOLD IN THE CITY OF NEW. YORK.
any

Gen. Ag’t.

97 Water St., Boston.

The interest is payable in MAY and NOVEMBER,
that
it may take the place of
of the earlier issues of
Five-Twenties,and sit the convenience of our friends
who already hold Central and Western Pacific Bonds
with interest payable in January and July, and who
may desire, in making additional investments, to have
their interest receivable at different seasons of the
year,

The Loan is secured
by a mortgage upon the entire

“Washer,

H. HOOD,

$1,000, $500,

They will be issned as Coupon Ronds, payable to
Bearer, and may be held in that formu; or
The Bond may be registered in the name of the
owner, with the coupons remaining payableto bearer
attached, the principal being then transferable only on
the books of the Company, unless reassigned to

wil yor jhe

Wringers of all kinds repaired.
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Geen,

097 Water 8t., Boston,

Ag't.
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TO

TEACHERS OF SINGING!
- YOCAL TECHNICS.
A Progressive Course of 75 Exercises, Original and Selected.
For the Practice and Development of Soprano, Mez
z0-Soprano, Contralto, Tenor, Baritone and

Line
of Read from Richmond to the Ohio River, with

the equipment and all other property and appurtenances connected therewith,
A SINKING FUND OF $100,000 PER ANNUM 18 PROVIDED FOR THE
OF THE BONDS,TO TAKS
EFFECT ONE YEAR AFTER @HE- COMPLETION OF THE
The mortgage
is for $15,000,000, of which $2,000,000
will be réserved and held in trust for the redemption
of outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Rail
road Company, now mergedin the CHESAPEAKE AND
OH10.

Of the remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount
will be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river
perfect
improve the portion now in operation,and

thoroughly equip the whole for a large and active
trafic,
a
The present price is 90 and accrued interest,
BY GHO. JAMES WEBB.
A Loanso amply secured, so carefully guarded,
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y
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and so certain hereafter to command a prominent
daar
ys for
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place among the favorite securities in the markets,
Sent post paid ther’
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“hd both of this Country aiid Burope, will be at once sporleth pul & CO., Boston,
preciated and quickly absofbed.
. CHAS. H.RITSON & ©O., New York:
Very respectfully,
Bass Voices.
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FISK& HATCH,

Bankers.

SOHVAD R

P, 8.—We have issued ‘pamphlets containing full
particulars, statistical details, maps, eto., which will
be furnished upoh application,
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| safety; and protection against loss or fraud.
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Strongest and Best Winger im the Market.
(DOUBLE COGS AND DOUBLE PRESSURE.)

The

Apr. 6, 1870.
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spread. If thrown. into the hole in a heap,it
should be spread before being covered, to avoid

and we_took her to oblige him.
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The details of the Loan have been arranged with
special reference to the wants of all classes of inyest-
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franchises and

CoMPANY among the richest and most powerful and
trustworthy corporations of the coutitry: and there
| ‘exists a present value,in completed road and
work done, equal to the entir¢e amount of
she mortgage.
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The Road is completed and in operation from Riche

mond to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs o
West. Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200
miles (now partially constructed) to be complated, to
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Green

men
of this City
of sound judgment and known in.
tegrity, whose connection with it, together with that
of eminent citizens and business men of Virginia and
West-Virginia, insures an energetic, honora=ble and successful management.
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Country Hay,
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seaboard

"| co-operation of prominent Capitalists and Railroad

in expelling the Worms and toneing the system
up to its normal condition, Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine have the signature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
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Chesapeake
Bay with the Ohio River at a point
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lable navigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad

Twenty years Xperience has proved this the
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West Trunk Line, so imperatively demanded for
the accommodation of the immense and rapidly.grow-
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want,
and rendering a valuable service«both to the

holders of Capital and to those great National works
‘of internal improvement whose inttinsio merit and
substantial character entitle them to the use of Capi
tal and the confidence of investors—we
now offer with
special confidence
and satisfaction the

Ohesapoake and Oho Baitroad Oompany.
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supplied the stock with several worker brood
combs, taken out of other stocks, and I saw this
virgin queen frequently from April to June, and
she continued to lay eggs that prodnced omly
drones, not in the order that a fertile queen lays
eggs, but here and there one, so that the combs
with the sealed drone brood, with its conical
She
covers, had a very slogular appearance.
also sometimes laid two eggs in one cell, which,
in some cases, came to maturity; the bees enlarging the entrance tothe cell to the size of
two cells, and thus covering the two larvae with
one large conical cover.
In June I removed this virgin drone-breeding
queen, and placed her in my entomological collection, and, gave the stock a ‘beautiful young
Ligurian queen.
There néver was a clearer confimation of this
wonderful doctrine of true Parthenogenesis, as
I never read or heard of a queen being ached

action in taking ‘young girl away,

séen 4 rod bend in his ‘hand in such
a way as
was quite Wexfipabile to us ‘on any other the

.
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again. In three weeks it will be fine and fit
for use. It may be kept until wanted to be used,

some time.
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March 31, a number of drones flying out.
April 7, examined all the combs and found

dromes.
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March 6, examined the combs and found eggs
;
and brood in two combs.
about one quarter of the bees were

Full details as to these will be found in our. large investment, yielding a more libersl income than can
be derived from Government Bonds, and
Catalogue. eb
0h go of about hereafter
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Rey. Heraee Cook has demanded a rial be- .
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since, was brought ‘about by temporary insanity,
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past. New Haven, and every such town that
prides itself on its elms, should import a few
hundred at once. * Jersey City could spare them
easily. They nest under .the.eaves of buildings
or in houses made for them.
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what improvements have been made recently. :
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to a mere cupful, leaving many square miles of
surface uncovered, and ‘then again fill up from
below snd spread-out over their former area.
Some of them have outlets
in the ocean far from
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five royal cells sealed (11th day). October 22, examined the combs about three
o'clock, and found one of the queeus just ready
to leave its cradle (15th day).
October 23, found four young queens thrown
out on the lghting board.
October 26, examined the combs and saw the
splendid virgin Ligurian queen.
November 14, again examined all the combs
and could not find a single egg laid. I saw the
twentysplendid virgin Ligurian queen, now
three days old.

February

P

14

Cotton Flanne:s16 @ 30
Cotton Jeans. 12}

found

and

the combs

October 18, examined

floated, had no ex-

$

Print Cloths.. 6

stocks, to ‘which I had joined one of the imported Ligurian queens, on the 23d day of September, and found a very large quantity of eggs laid
in three combs. I removed one of the combs,
T reand put it into another stock, from which
moved their queen.

Prof. J. D. Dana, in alate paper on the Geology of the New Haven region, says that the action of the Drift era was wholly of the character
of glaciers and that the supposed sea over New
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